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Abstract
The main aim-’of this thesis is to describe the program A sy m . It is a Maple program 
that is designed for interactive use to find Lie point symmetries of ordinary difference 
equations (OAEs). It is constructed following the method described in Hydon (2000b). 
Using the linearised symmetry condition of an OAE we can construct a system of de­
termining equations. The solution of system will determine the symmetries of the given 
OAE.
A systematic way to find symmetries of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) given 
an initial condition is by finding first integrals and reducing the order of the original 
equation. We investigate this method for finding Lie point symmetries of initial value 
problems (IVPs) of ODEs and OAEs. This reduction of the IVP may produce more sym­
metries than the initial problem. Several examples are used to illustrate this surprising 
fact.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The study of continuous groups of symmetries of differential equations was initiated by 
Sophus Lie about a century ago. Symmetry methods have attracted increasing attention 
in the last three decades due to their applicability to the problem of solving nonlinear 
differential equations.
A Lie symmetry group depends on continuous parameters and consists of either point 
symmetries acting on the set of independent and dependent variables, or contact sym­
metries acting on the space including all first derivatives of the dependent variables. For 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) there are also dynamical symmetries, which act 
on the set of dependent variables.
The symmetry group can be applied to a known solution of a differential equation to yield 
a family of new solutions. Furthermore it can be used to reduce the order of an ODE 
by one and it can reduce the number of independent variables of a partial differential 
equation (PDE) to yield invariant solutions. Symmetry groups can also be used to 
clasify differential equations into symmetry classes, depending on arbitrary parameters 
or functions, as shown in Olver (1993).
Symmetry groups can be found systematically. In general, to find symmetries of dif­
ferential equations we use a two-step process. The first step is to find the determining 
equations for the infinitesimals of the group action. These equations will form an overde­
termined system of PDEs. The second step involves solving this system, see Mansfield 
(1997). Such systems are often easily solvable as we can see in Chapters 2 and 3.
In recent years, several implementations of algorithms have been designed to compute 
the overdetermined system for the infinitesimals. One such tool for calculating symme­
tries is the Macsyma package Sym m grp.m ax, by B. Champagne, P. Winternitz and W. 
Hereman. This package is used interactively. It helps the user to calculate the system  
of partial differential equations that determine the symmetry generators. But Sym m ­
grp .m ax  is often more effective when it is used in conjunction with the Maple package 
diffgrob2 by E. L. Mansfield, which simplifies systems of linear or nonlinear PDEs.
The package diffgrob2 is used to handle systems of nonlinear partial differential equa­
tions. The algorithms used in the package are based on Buchberger’s algorithm for a 
Grobner basis of a polynomial type, as discussed in Mansfield (1993,1997). -The idea 
behind the package is to find the easiest integration problem for the given system, us­
ing cross-differentiation and reduction. The output can be used to obtain the general 
solution for the input system.
d iffgrob 2 can be used in conjuction with other packages such as Macsyma and Maple. 
Its unique syntax allows the user to perform operations in a more convenient and sim­
plified way by overcoming problems due to syntaxes used by the other packages. For 
example simplifications of large expressions can be done faster and more accurately than 
in Maple. Also complex terms such as functions of functions can be represented in a 
more sophisticated way, as described in Mansfield (1993,1997). Another advantage is 
that it can be used interactively and the user can input further information to reduce 
the system of differential equations. We shall use these features throughout this thesis.
Lie’s work relates to both ordinary differential equations and partial differential equa­
tions. His work has recently been extended to ordinary difference equations (OAEs) and 
ordinary differential-difference equations.
Maeda (1987) has shown that a first-order scalar difference equation that admits a sym­
metry can be linearised and a solution may found. Maeda also showed that the linearised 
symmetry condition can be simplified (using an ansatz) into a system of overdetermined 
equations. Quispel and Sahadevan (1993) showed how the order of a system of OAEs 
can be reduced by one or two. They found solutions of the linearised symmetry condition 
(which is a functional equation) by using a series expansion near a fixed point. To reduce 
the order by two, the system of OAEs must possess an extra symmetry generator that 
commutes with the first symmetry generator. Levi et al. (1997) expand the linearised 
symmetry condition using series and by applying restrictions in the form of vector fields 
to find symmetries in a subalgebra of the Lie symmetry algebra. These techniques can be 
combined with standard methods to find symmetries of ordinary differential-difference 
equations, see Quispel et al. (1992).
Dorodnitsyn et al. (2000) provided a classification of second-order difference equa­
tions by starting from Lie’s classification of second-order ordinary differential equations 
according to their point symmetries. Also, Levi et al. (1996) classified differential- 
difference equations according to their continuous Lie point symmetry groups.
All these methods can be generalised in a more consistent method as described in Hydon 
(2000b). Hydon derived a systematic way for determining one-parameter symmetry 
groups. The groups can be then used to reduce the order of the OAEs. Furthermore, 
the difference equation can be solved completely if we can determine enough symmetries.
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One aim of this thesis is to develop a Maple program to simplify the calculations for 
obtaining symmetries using Hydon’s method.
In Chapter 2, we study the basic symmetry conditions of ordinary differential equations. 
We derive the linearised symmetry condition and define the characteristic function. We 
also introduce first integrals and integrating factors. The basic equations and the neces­
sary integrability conditions for the integrating factors are presented, and the procedures 
to obtain first integrals are analysed.
In Chapter 3 we describe the general method for finding Lie symmetries of OAEs as 
described in Hydon (2000b). We use the linearised symmetry condition of the OAEs 
to derive a system of overdetermined equations and by imposing some constraints upon 
the characteristic function we determine its general form.
In Chapter 4 we describe the Maple program A sy m  which is designed to calculate the 
Lie point symmetries of OAEs. We discuss the techniques for constructing the program 
and use various examples to show how it works.
In Chapter 5 we introduce initial value problems for ODEs and we combine the initial 
conditions and first integrals to determine symmetries of the initial value problem. Fur­
thermore we describe the method for constructing first integrals of OAEs and applying 
this method for solving initial value problems of OAEs. We find the surprising result 
that initial value problems can have symmetries that the ODE or OAE alone does not 
have.
In Chapter 6, the accomplishments of this thesis are summarised and some future work 
is proposed.
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Chapter 2
11
2 Symmetries of Ordinary Differential Equations
In this part of the project we describe the method of finding symmetries of scalar ordi­
nary differential equations (ODEs). We consider point symmetries acting on the set of 
independent and dependent variables, contact symmetries acting on the space including 
all first derivatives of the dependent variable, or dynamical symmetries acting on the set 
of dependent variables and the derivatives of arbitrary order.
In this part of the thesis, we describe the basic symmetry condition for ODEs. We derive 
the linearized symmetry condition and present the characteristic function Q. We also 
introduce first integrals and integrating factors. The basic equations and the necessary 
integrability conditions for the integrating factors are presented. This section uses the 
notation in Hydon (2000a).
2.1 One-parameter transformation groups
The normal form of a differential equation is given by
y {n) =  u;(:c ,y ,!/,y" ,. •• , 2/(n_1)) 
where lj(x , y, y ,  y ", . . . ,  is a given function.
A symmetry is a locally smooth, invertible mapping of the set of solutions of the ODE 
to itself, so each solution is mapped to a solution.
Consider a general first order ODE, y' — u(x,y). Every symmetry is a transformation
of the two variables x and y , i.e.
x =  x(x, y),- y = y(x, y). (2 .1 )
This is called a point transformation; it maps points {x,y) into points (x,y). We restrict 
attention to point transformations that depend on an arbitrary parameter e,
x =  x{x,y\e), y ~  y{x,y\e),
and also satisfy the following conditions:
•  x, y  are analytic in e,
•  6 — 0 gives the identity transformation,
• whenever the product of the transformations characterized by e and 5 is also a 
member of the set of transformations, it is characterized by the parameter e +  £.
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•  for every transformation parametrised by e, the inverse is parametrised by -e.
Such a set of transformations is called a one-parameter Lie group of transformations. 
(A one-parameter Lie group is a group that depends smoothly on its parameter).
2.2 The symmetry condition for first-order ODEs
For the first-order ODE the symmetry condition is
y' - %  = when = w(®»s/)- (2.2)
In other words the set of solution curves in the (x , y) plane must be identical to the set
of solution curves on the (.-c, y) plane. Let us assume that we know x  and y  as functions
dy
of x  and y. Then we can calculate —  using total derivatives,
dx
dv I l  + y '%  r (  , v* ( n n ,
= TiEMi = WT77M =  W T7Z/ =  "(*(*» *'(*>*'))• (2-3)
dtr- dx + y - s j  m  +
Therefore a transformation (x , y ) t->> (x ,y )  is a symmetry of y' — oj(x,y)  if and only if
-gi + u lx .y ) -^
w - — ~ ^ = w ( x ( x , y ) , y ( x , y ) ) .  (2.4)
d x  ^  u \ x i y )  By
Equation (2.4) is called the sy m m etry  cond ition  for first-order ODEs.
2.3 The infinitesimal generator
For sufficiently small values of e we can expand x  and y, to obtain
x  = x  + e ^ \  +  0 (e2), y ~ y - b e ~  + .0 (e2).
de ie=o de —e=0
If we introduce functions f ( x , y )  and r](x,y) by
dx
de e=0 de e ~ 0
then we obtain the infinitesimal form of the group
x  -  x  +  e£(x,y)  +  0 (e2), y  =  y  +  e7]{x,y) +  0 (e2).
The infinitesim al g en era to r of the transformation group is the operator
Q  A
X  = £ { x ,y )— + r)(x ,y )  —  . (2.5)
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2.4 The linearised sym m etry  condition
di/ dv
The symmetry condition is derived from —  =  tv (x ,y ) when —- =  u ( x ,y ) .  Expanding x
ax ax
and y  in powers of e, we obtain
x  = x  +  e£,(x,y) +  0 (e2),
2>
Then
y  =  y  + erj(x,y) +  0 (e2).
^  = 1 + £A>Y + 0(£)-
d y _ d y  ftj(a .y )
Therefore
<** f  l  +  « ( i  +  ^ )  +  0(e2) '
Using the binomial expansion of the denominator, we obtain
f  ■ + ‘ (s  + (s “ s) ^  " 5“”) + 0|,‘|- M
Expanding w (x ,y )  in the same way
w (£,i/) =  co (x ,y )  +  e +  D(e2). (2.7)
Then combining the two equations (2.6) and (2.7) yields the necessary (and sufficient) 
condition
dr) i /  dp d f ; \  d£ 2 _  dw dw
da; +  U y  d a ? /"  dy^  ^ d z +7?d y ’ 
where a; denotes tj ( x , y ) .  This is the linearised  sym m etry  condition. For the rest of 
the thesis, we will refer to the linearised symmetry condition as the LSC.
For an n th order ODE
y(n) =  u  ( x , y , y ' , . . .
the symmetry condition is
y(n) =  u  (x ,  jj, y ' , . . . ,  yt71- 1)) when y n =  u  (x ,  y, y \  . . . ,  y (n~ 1}) .
Expanding x, y, y , . . . ,  y k in powers of e we get
x  -  x  +  e£(x ,y )  +  0 (e2), 
y  =  y +  er)(x, y) +  0 (e2)
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V -  y' +  erfl\x,y) 4- 0 (e2), 
y" =  y" 4  e?7(2) (a, y) 4  0 (e2),
and working in  th e sam e way as before
yW — y(k) +  er]^{x,y)  4  0 (e2)
We can now work out in terms of (  and r) as follows
=  dy  =  j /  +  e j  +  0 (62) , dp _  2
dx  1 +  4  +  0 ( e 2) 3a; 9a;
Therefore
Similarly
l(2) =  ^ (1) , f/ / ^
which can be generalised to
1 d x  y d x '
An alternative formula for 77^  is
77^  =  —  (77^ ” ^ -  4  y(k+1^G
and therefore
^  = ~ V' ^  + y{k+1)Z’ 2^-9^
Here r j ^  depends upon x , y , y ' , . . . , y ^  but not upon higher-order derivatives of y. 
Expanding the symmetry condition about e =  0, we arrive at the linearised symmetry 
condition
„ M = f ^ + n ^ + „ < l ) 4 ( + „ <2 >4 L+  I nfa-l)  f210)
V i d x + r ,d y +V dy' dy" + ' "  + V 0y("-i> A ’
when
2/<n> =  ta.
The symmetries in a Lie group can be reconstructed by solving the equations
f  -€ (* ,5 ) ,  P e = v ( M ) ,
w ith  the in itia l conditions
(x,y) = {x ,y ) .e=0
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2.5 C haracteristics
Q{x,y,y') = 7]{x,y) - y '£ (x ,y ) .  (2.1 1 )
The total derivative of Q with respect to x  is
dQ _  dp _ ,d£ _ „
dx dx ^ dx ^
_  f  dr) ,d£\ „
\d x  V d x )  V ^
W e now introduce the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  Q(x , y , y r), which is defined by
In the same way
In general
d Q (2) in c -  > -  y £•dx2
dkQ
yik+1k- (2.12)dxk
To find £(x,y) and y(x: y ) . in terms of the characteristic function, we solve equation 
(2.1 1 ) for r),
v{x, y) = Q{x, y, y') +  y f{ x ,  y).
If we differentiate both sides of the equation with respect to y ' ,
Therefore
? dyr
Substituting the above result into the equation for 77, we get
n  >dQ 
v = Q ~ y a V ’
and, for k > 1 ,
(*)
dxk dy'
E xam ple 2.1 Consider the simplest second order equation
y" = 0.
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Wl  +  (2 Wh_  W ) j  + ( W ._  y« -  =  0.
5a;2 y 5a;5y 5a;2/  \5y 2 5a;5y /  dy2
Since £ and 77 depend only 0 11 a: and y, we can equate powers of y' , ending up with a
system of simultaneous partial differential equations
52?7 
dx2
o ^ 7 7  52£
T h e  L S C  yields
5a;5y 5a;2
d 2 7 ?  _  2
0, (a)
0, (b)
0, (c)
0. {d)
5 y 2 5a;5y
5^£
dy2
To solve this system, we start with the easisest equation, either (a) or (d). Solving (d) 
we get that
£(z,y) = A{x)y + B(x),
where A and B are arbitrary functions of x only. Then substituting that solution to 
equation (c), we obtain
5 2?7 _ dA{x) 
dy2 dx ’
and so
y) = dAdf ~y2 + c (x)y + D(x)i
where C, D are new arbitrary functions of integration. At this point we know the general 
forms of the functions £ and 77, so now using the remaining two equations (6 ) and (a) we 
can evaluate the functions A , B , C, D. From (6)
, ,dC{x) d2A(x) d2B(x)
i ^ - y + 2 ~di-------- d ^ y - ~ d ^  = 0'
and equating powers of y gives
A($) = c\x 4  c2,
and the condition
d2B{x) _ 2dC{x) 
dx2 dx
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Finally, from the remaining equation, following the same steps we get
d3A(x) 
dx3 ~  5 
d2C(x)
dx2 
d2D(x) 
dx2
= 0, 
=  0,
which leads to
C(x) — C8X +  C4,
D(x) — c5x +  c6,
B(x) = C$X2 + C7X + C8,
where c\, c2, . . . ,  c8 are arbitrary constants.
Therefore summarizing all the information
£{x,y) = (cix +  c2)y +  c3rr2 +  c7x + c8, 
r/(x, y) = ciy2 + (c8x + c4)y +  c5x +  c6,
and the infinitesimal generator is given by
8
X  = Y tckX k,
jfc=l
i v  9 2 ®where Xi -  xy—  +  y* — , etc.
02; ay
A different approach to solving an ODE is to use the first integrals. We derive first 
integrals of ODEs either by using any known symmetries of the equation, or by using 
integrating factors.
2.6 First integrals
A first integral of an ODE is a non-constant function that is constant on all solutions 
of the ODE. We denote the first integral by the letter </>. Thus <f) ^x , y, y', . . . ,  y^ 71” 1^  is 
a first integral of the ODE
y(n) =  u  (z, y, y#, . . . ,  y(n-1)) , (2.14)
if
t  = ^ + y ' ^ + v " ^  + - - - + y i n ) d^ ) =0when »w ="
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and
Therefore
where
df u  *  0- (2-15)d y C -1)
D4>= 0, with
Hydon (2000a) has shown that the LSC can be written as
W Q  -  - . . . - U y Q  = 0.
Any nonzero solution of the above equation gives dynamical symmetries. If Q depends 
only on x , y, y', these symmetries are equivalent to contact symmetries. Point symme­
tries are contact symmetries whose characteristic is linear in y'.
In terms of first integrals fii, 02, . . . ,  (f)n , the general solution of the ODE is
0i(z, y(n_1)) =  ci,
<&>(z,y,y',... ,y (n-1)) =  c2,
<j)n{x ,y ,y ' , . . .  ,y (n_1)) =  cn. (2.17)
To show how to use symmetries to find first integrals, we restrict our attention to second 
order ODEs, y" — u(x ,y ,y ')  for which at least three linearly independent characteristics 
Qi are known. With the use of the characteristic Qi, the LSC is the linear partial 
differential equation (PDE)
D2Qi -  DQi -  jr~Qi =  0, 
oy' dy
where
Qi — Vi ~ y
Let
Wij =  QiDQj -  QjDQi.
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T h en
Wij =  QiD 2Qi -
~  dy' (QiDQj  ~ Q jD Q ij 4- (QiQj — QjQi)
=  —  W~ 
dy> 13'
Therefore, the ratio of any two non-zero Wij is either a constant or a first integral, since
D f^ -F )  =  0 .
Vl*W
E xam ple 2.2 (from Hydon (2000a).) The ODE
„ _  2(xy' - y ) ( l  + y/2) 
1 + x2 + y2
has Lie point symmetries generated by
9 9 v  1 f, 2 9 9 V 9 1 /, 2 2x 9
X l = y t e ~ * d i '  X2= 2 (1 + s  ~ v ) t e + X V diX * =  XVd i + 2 ( 1 - X + V ) Yy' 
with characteristic functions
Q i - - x - y y \  Q2 =  xy  -  i ( l  +  x 2 -  y2)y', Q3 = i ( l  -  x 2 +  y2) -  xyy'.
The operator D  becomes
D  =  —  +  y '  —  +  2 (X y ' “  ^  +  ^  9
Then
and so
dx dy 1 -f a;2 +  y2 dy1
u o i  =
= r t l + ^ ) +  ^ - ^ - 1)W .7 > ) a + A
1 +  ar +  yz
Wi2 = i ( l  + y ,2){2x(xy' -  y) -  y '(l -fa;2 +  y2)},
W23 =  (1 + y,2){xy' -  y),
Wi3 =  ^ (1 + y /2){2y(a;y/ -  y) +  (1 +  a;2 + y 2)}.
The ratio of the WijS gives the two functionally independent first integrals
_  W \2   y '(l +  ®2 + y 2)
91 Was “  * 2(®y' -  y) 1
_  w iz _  (1 + x 2 +  y2)
2 W23 ^ 2(a:y/ -  y)
This method can be generalised to higher order ODEs, as shown in Hydon (2000a).
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2.7 In teg ra tin g  factors
An ODE of the form
y(n) =  w ( z ,y ,y ', . . . ,y ( n_1)) , 
has an integrating factor, A, if
0 7
where 0 is a first integral of y(n) =  u/. Hydon (2000a) has shown that A =  —-7— isQy(n~l)
the integrating factor if and only if
">A +  s ( " " ) A)  +  • ■' +  ( 5 ) A)  =  <218>
and
where
520 520 . ., for k =  0 , . . . , (n — 2),
5 y ( ^ ) 5 y ( n _ 1 ) 5 y ( n —b 5 y W
50
dyO1 i) =  A,
dy(n 2 ) Qy{n—\) dy(n~i)
^  -  - ( p  d* + , du  Aj
dy(n~ty \  dy(n~2 ) 5 y ( n —2)
°*  ~ +  (2.19)5y V 5y' dy'
If these conditions are satisfied, then a first integral of the ODE
y(n) =  u>(a;,y,y',.--,2/{n-1))
is
where
* = j ^ dx + % dy + + ■  ■ + d ^ = T ) dW l)' <2'2°)
50 _  ,50 „ 50 50
5a;  ^ dy y dy' ^  5y(n_1) ‘
Equation (2.18) that gives the integrating factor of the ODE cannot be solved com­
pletely unless the general solution of the ODE is known. For that reason, we use a
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suitable ansatz, so that the equation breaks into small PDEs that we can handle. Typi­
cally we assume that A is independent of one of the variables.
E xam ple  2.3 Consider the third-order ODE
y'" =  o,
using the equation (2.18) we get
D 3 A =  0.
Suppose that A is independent of y". The above equation amounts to
d3A , d3A /2 d3A /3 d3A 
dx3 ^ dx2dy ^ dxdy2  ^ dy3
+
+
3 /  d3A d2 A \I _______ !______ I d2 A d3A \ d3A
yd:E2dy' dsdy J  ^ y dy2 dxdydy'J ^  dy2dy'
( J > ! L  +  +  ^  =, o.
^drrdy'2 dydy' J dydy'2 dy '3
Then by equating powers of y/; we get four partial differential equations:
d3 A
1/" +
dy'3
/  d3A d2A \  , d3 A
yda;dy/2 dy d y '/ ^ dydy'2
/  d3A d2A \  , / d U  d3A \  /2 d3A
\^da;2dy' drrdy /   ^ \^dy2 dxdydy' J  ^  dy2dy'
d3 A , d3A
+ 3y
d3A d3A
+3y/2w hy/3v
=  0, 
=  0, 
=  0, 
=  0.
(a)
( b )
(c)
(d)dx3 ‘ dx2dy
The way we proceed is to solve the easiest of these equations, substitute the results into
the next equation, and continue in this way until we find the form of the integrating
factor A. Therefore solving (a), we find that A is of the form
A = A(x,y)y '2 + B (x ,y )y '  +  C(x,y). (2.21)
Substitute (2.21) into (b) to get the conditions
A{x,y) -  D{x),
dD{ x) 
dx
B(x ,y)  =  -2- y + E(x).
Continuing in this way, equations (c) and (d) will give us further constraints. Finally 
the solution is
A (a;, y, y') =  cia;2 + c2x  +  c3y/2 -f- {-4c ix  -  2c2)y +  {c^x2 +  c6x +  c7)y' 
+4ciy2 + ( - 2 c5x -  cq +  c±)y + (c&x2 +  cQx  +  ciq). (2.22)
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Therefore we get ten solutions, as follows:
Ai =  [xy' -  y)2, A2 =  xy'2 -  2yy', A3 =  xy' -  y,
A4 =  y, A5 =  a;2y' ~  2a;y, A6 =  y'2,
A7 =  y', A8 =  a;2, A9 =  x,
Aio =  1.
For any ODE of order n, let 
Mn- i  — A,
=  - ( S M w + ^ y A )  for fc =  0 , . . . , n - 2 .
Then for A to be an integrating factor it is necessary and sufficient that the integrability 
condition
a m
dyW  -  dyW
should be satisfied for all 0 < j  < k < n — 1. If these are satisfied, the first integral is
~ n —2
<t>= Y ,  M* (dVlk) -  V{k+l)dx) +  A (dy(n_1) -  udx) . (2.24)
J k=o
For the ODE y'" =  0, the equation (2.18) is satisfied for Ai =  1, A2 =  x, A3 = a;2. Then 
for Ai = 1
M 2 =  1,
M 1 =  - ( ^ M 2 + ^ A ) = 0 ,
Mo = -( D M ,  +  g A)  =  0,
the integrability conditions (2.23) are satisfied
8M 2 _  dMi _  dM2 _  dM0
dy1 ~  dy11 ~  dy "  dy" ~
Therefore, Ai — 1 is an integrating factor, and a first integral is given by
4> — J  I (dy" — u)dx] — J  1 dy" =  y" .
Similarly for A2 =  x, where now M 2 = a:, M i =  —1, Mo = 0, the integrability conditions
are also satisfied, thus A2 = x  is an integrating factor and
0 =  J  M2 (dy" -  udx) +  Mi (dy1 — y"dx)
= J  xdy" -  I dy' + y" dx -  xy" -  y1.
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Finally, repeating the same steps as above for A 3  — x 2, with M2 =  x 2, Mi  =  —2x and 
Mq =  2, we get that A3 =  x 2 is an integrating factor and the first integral is
(f> = J M2 (dy" — udx) +  Mi (dy' — y"dx) +  Mo (dy — y'dx)
= J x2dy" — 2xdy' -f 2xy"dx + 2dy — 2y'da; = x2y,/ — 2 ^ ' + y.
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Chapter 3
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3 Symmetries of Ordinary Difference Equations
Consider the general form of an JVth-order OAE
Un+N — tv(n, Un, Un+ i>. . , ,  Un+.N—i), (3.1)
where
(3.2)
Here a; is a given function and the independent variable n is an integer. Some authors
prefer to use x or xn as the independent variable, but as we assume that the independent
we will denote the dependent variable by U so it can be easily readable and not get 
confused with the subscripts.
Condition (3.2) ensures that (3.1) is an iVth-order OAE, otherwise we could shift the 
equation to an (IV — l)th-order OAE. We introduce the shift operator S , which acts on 
the independent variable n  as follows
S  : n \-+ n  +  1.
In general, for any given function of F  (n, Un, Dn+i, • • •, £/n+yv_l) ‘
S F  (n, Un, Un.|- i,. . . ,  Un.j-iv—i) “  F (n +  1, Un+1, Un+2> • • • ?tv (n, Un, Un-j_i, . . . ,  i ) ) .
The objective is to find Lie symmetries of the initial equation (3.1). To do this, we use 
the linearised symmetry condition of the OAE to derive a system of overdetermined 
equations, which we hope are easily solvable. This method is very similar to the method 
for finding symmetries of ODEs.
3.1 M ethod for finding sym metries
For any OAE of the form of (3.1), the symmetry condition is given by
variable is discrete, it does not make any difference which notation is used. In this thesis,
Un+N — (v(n, Un, Un-|-i,. . . , l) (3.3)
when (3.1) holds. We seek symmetries of the form
Un — Un eQ(n, Un, Un+1 , . . . ,  Un-\-N—i) +  0(e2), (3.4)
where Q is the characteristic. Then, from Hydon (2000b)
Un+k =  S kUn, (3.5)
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for any k > 1. Therefore (3.5) yields
U„+k =  Un+k + tS kQ + 0(e2), 
for k =  1 , . . . ,  N. Expanding (3.3) in powers of e yields the linearised symmetry condition
S n Q ~ X u  = 0, (3.6)
where
x  = Q m g  + <'S Q ) d u ^ r 1 + -'- + ( sN  a t w _ r
To find solutions of (3.6), we must set some constraints on Q to split (3.6) into an 
overdetermined system of differential equations. For example if we seek characteristics 
that are independent of Un+N - 1 , it may be possible to split the LSC by equating powers 
of I7n+jv-i- For now, we concentrate on second-order OAEs, for simplicity. The same 
procedures can be generalised to OAEs of any order. A general second-order equation 
has the form
Un+2 ~  oj(n, U71, lfn+1)- (J.7)
We will look for point symmetries with the characteristic function given by
Q = Q{n, Un).
The LSC is
Q  A
Q(n +  2, w) -  — Q(n +  1, Un+i) -  -^ j-Q (n , Un) = 0. (3.8)
By eliminating the terms Q(n +  2, w) and Q(n +  1, Un+1 ) we can transform (3.8) to an
ODE with terms involving only Q(n , Un) and derivatives of it. To achieve this, we have
to differentiate (3.8) with respect to Un keeping u  fixed. For this reason we need to use
the chain rule and Cramer’s Theorem to obtain
du)dU,w+l | _  dUn
dUn dtjjdUn+l 
Therefore
ai+
dUn \u dUn y  ^ _ J d U n+1- 
Applying the operator to (3.8) and simplifying the equation we obtain
dw dQ(n +  1, E/n+ i)  ( (  m k  ^ 32 u________ d2“  \  n (  a.  ^ tt \
e u n aun+i +  )  a u 2+l aun+1a u n) Q{ +  ’ "+l)
dw 8Q(n,Un) ( (  W - A  a2u  82u \  TT s A
a u n dUn \ \  s a f e r )  a u nd u n+l a u *  J Q( ’ n) ' ( - 9 )
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dQ(n + l ,U n+l) J _ ( (  Q . , , „  ,
9U^  dUn+ldUn J  ’ ”+l)
dQ(n, U„) _1_ ( ( j m f \  d2ui d2w
'  9U» { { a & H )  W ndUn+1
Differentiate the equation with respect to Un keeping Un-\-i fixed, to obtain
D ivide the equation w ith the coefficient o f the highest term  to obtain
92 Q(n, Un) + \ (  j-H  ( - f h j  — g "  _ H  a Q{nj (3.10)
d u r  [ \ m ; J \ \ J f c n J  9Undun+1 du2)jdu,_
+00» { t )  (( t )  ~ } = °'
If the coefficient of Q{n 4  1, Un+1 ) is zero, then the remaining equation (3.10) is a second- 
order equation for Q(n, Un). Otherwise, we need to divide the equation with the coef­
ficient of Q(n 4  1, Un+1 ), and differentiating again with respect to Un keeping Un+1 we 
obtain a third-order equation for Q(n , Un).
The coefficients of the ODE that is obtained from (3.10) may depend upon Un+\. If 
so, we will be able to split the equation by equating powers of Un+\. These equations 
will determine a system of ordinary differential equations for Q(n , Un). From the system 
we will be able to find the general form of the characteristic function Q{n,Un). Using 
the remaining equations (3.8) and (3.9), we can find the general solution of Q{n,Un), 
that satisfies the equation (3.7).
If, on the other hand, the coefficients of the ODE (3.10) do not depend upon Un+i, 
then depending on the equation, we might be able to solve (3.10) straightforwardly or a 
further simplification may be required.
So far, we have supposed that the characteristic function of the OAE is Q(n, Un). The 
same method can be used for any form of the characteristic function, e.g.
Q(n, Um = UfjUn+i 4  b(n, Un)-
Then the LSC is
A
a(n 4  2, u )S u  4  b(n 4  2, u) -  [a(n 4  1, Un+i)w +  b{n 4  1, Un+i)]
o U n + i
"  a(n,U„)t/n+14& (n,t/n) ] = 0
dU,_
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First, we differentiate with respect to Un keeping w fixed, to eliminate b(n -f 2, Un+2)- 
Then rearrange the equation so that the coefficient of a(n -1-2, Un+2) becomes unity 
and repeat the above differentiation to eliminate a(n -f- 2, Un+2). Then, rearranging 
the equation and differentiating, we will eliminate the rest of the terms b(n + 1, Un+i), 
a(n +  1, Un+i) and derivatives of them. Finally, the remaining equation can be split into 
a system of ordinary differential equations for o(n, Un) and 6(n, Un), by equating powers 
o f t W
Similarly, the procedure can be extended for any order OAE with other restrictions on 
the characteristic function. In each case, a dynasty of determining equations is created 
from the LSC by repeated differentiation.
3.2 Examples
Let us now use some examples to demonstrate the method for determining symmetries 
of OAEs.
E xam ple 3.1 Consider the second-order OAE
2/72
Un+2 =  - y f A  (3.11)
Un
We will seek point symmetries whose characteristics are of the form
Q =  Q(n, Un).
The LSC is given by
47/ 2U2
Q{n +  2, w) -  - f f - Q i n  +  1, £7n+1) +  —$ ± Q ( n ,  Un) =  0, (3.12)
n U1l
where u  denotes the right-hand side of (3.11). To split the equation into a system
of overdetermined ODEs, we differentiate (3.12) with respect to Un keeping uj fixed.
Therefore applying the differential operator
d ^  Un+l d
TdU.,
to (3.12) we obtain
2 u 2 , a
» dUn 2 1
- 2JW  ® L Q i n + 1 y"+l) +  2JW Q(n +  h  %+l)
+ u f  dUnQ{-n ' Un) ~ —u f ^ n + n )  = 0.
2 9
Dividing through b y  1W~ we simphfy the equation to
Uji
Q(n +  1, Un+1 ) — — Q(n + 1, Un+i) — ——  Q{n, Un) +  —- Q(n , Un) = 0.(3.13)
2 U2
dUn+r x ’ Un+i v dUn ^ K 5
Differentiating (3!3) with respect to Un and keeping Un+\ fixed, we obtain
Q(», V »)- £ ( ? ( » ,  t « ) = 0 .  (3.14)
The general solution of (3.14) is
Q(n, Un) =  A(n)Un In (Un) + £<n)U n. (3.15)
Shifting the result once, and substituting into (3.13), we obtain
A(n  +  1) In (Un+i) + ! ( n  4-1) 4- J9(n +  1) — A(n +  1) In (Un+ 1 )
—U(n 4-1) — A(n) — A(n) In (Un) — B(n)  4- A(n) In (Un) +  5 (n ) =  0.
Simplifying the result, we get the OAE
A(n  +  1) — A(n) =  0,
which leads to
A(ra) =  c i .
Therefore, (3.15) becomes
Q(n, U„) =  CiUn In (Un) 4- B(n)U„.
Substituting Q(n, Un) into the LSC (3.12) we obtain
Cl^ ± i l n ( ^ ± i j  +  B (n  +  2 ) ^ ± i - ^ U ( c i / 7 „ +1ln(i7n+ l) + B ( n  +  l)C;n+1)
2 U2
+ -^ l(c iC /„ ln (C 7 n)+ B (n)i7„) =  0.
Un
Collecting terms and using simple logarithmic calculations we obtain a simple OAE that 
determines the remaining function B (n ):
B(tl +  2) — 2B(n + 1) 4- B (n ) — —c\ In (2),
B (n ) =  c2 +  c3n — ^ci ln(2)n2.
whose general solution is
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Therefore, the characteristics are
Q — CiUn \n(Un) +  ^c2 +  c3n -  i c i  ln(2)n2^  Un.
E xam ple 3.2 Consider the third-order OAE
Un+3 =  2f7n®i — Un, (3.16)
and seek characteristic functions of the form
Q  — Q ( n ,  U n , U n + i ) '
The LSC is given by
Q(n +  3, a Stv) — 2Q(n -j- 1, C/n+i, Un+2) +  Q(n , Un, Un+i) =  0, (3.17)
where u) is the right-hand side of (3.16). We differentiate (3.17) with respect to Un
keeping w and S u  fixed. Applying the differential operator
d i d  I d  
8U„ + 2 dUn+1 + A d U n W
to (3.17), we obtain
1 5 ^
— Q(n +  1, Un+ 1, Un+2) +  —   Q(n +  1, Un+i, Un+2)
A o u n + 2 o U n + 1
n 1 r\
“ 77y~Q{n i Un, Un-\-1) — j'Fr} Un, t/n_|-i) =  0. (3.18)
ac /n A o u n + i
Clearly, we need to eliminate the first two terms, so this time we differentiate with 
respect to Un keeping Un+i and Un+2 fixed. Therefore
^ Q K £ / „ , % +1) +  - Q ( n , U n,Un+1) =  0. (3.19)
We can integrate (3.19) with respect to Un to simplify the equation,
c\ -» r \
— Q(n,Un,Un+1) + Q(n,Un,Un+l) = F(n,Un+l), (3.20)
where F(n, Unyi)  is an unknown function. Substitute (3.20) into (3.18) and rearrange 
the terms to obtain
F(n  +  1, Un+2) =  F (n , Un+i),
F(n, Un+1) =  c\.
which results in
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T h en , equation  (3 .20) becom es
1 d
Q(n, Un, Un.|-i) +  — 7-— Q{n, Un, Un+1) =  ci,dUn^ ,  i »-rw 2 dUn+l 
with general solution given by
Q(n, Un , Un+1 ) =  c\Un 4  G{n, 2C/n0i — 17n). (3.21)
Substitute (3.21) into (3.17) to get
ci (2!7n+i — Un) 4  G{n 4  3 ,4Un+2 — ^Un+1 4  Un) — 2ci Un+i 
—2G{n 4  1 ,2Un+2 ~ Un+\) 4  c\Un 4  G(n, 2Un+i — Un) — 0,
and collecting all the same terms leads to
G{n 4  3 ,4f/n4-2 — 4Un+i 4  Un) — 2G{n 4  1,2Un+2 — Un+1 ) 4  G(n , 2Un+\ — Un) = 0.
Differentiating twice with respect to Un and Un+2 we obtain 
d2
dU~~dU—2^ ^  ^’^ n+2 ~ ^Un+i 4  Un) =  0.
Therefore the general solution of the function G is given by
G(n,2Un+l -  Un) =  f(n)(2Un+i -  Un) 4  g(n).
Thus, the characteristic function becomes
Q{n, Un, Un+1 ) — c iUn 4  / (ti){2Un-\-i ~ Un) 4  g{ra). (3.22)
Substituting (3.22) back into (3.17) leads to
/(ra 4  3)(4£/n+2 — 4£/n+i 4  Un) 4  g(n  4  3) — 2 /(n  4  1)(2Un+2 ~ Un+1 )
- 2 g(n 4  1) 4  f{n){2Un+1 -  Un) 4  g{n) =  0.
Expanding brackets and collecting terms, we derive a system of simple OAEs, that are
easily solvable:
f ( n  4  3) — /(ra 4  1) =  0, (a)
2 /(n  4  3) -  /(ra 4  1) -  /(ra) =  0, (6)
/ ( n  4  3) -  /(ra) =  0, (c)
y(ra 4  3) -  2g(n 4  1) + g{n) = 0. (d)
f (n  4  1) = /(ra) =  c2,
C om bining (a ) , (6) and (c). results in
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and from the remaining third-order linear equation, we get
, / ' - l  +  V S )"  , ( - 1 - V Eg(n) =  c3 +  c 4 ----------- +  c5
2 J \  2
Therefore, the characteristic function of the third-order equation (3.16) is
Q(n,Un ,Un+1) = + c2(2Un+1 - U n) + c3 +  c4 + e 5 ■
Let us now look at a more complicated example.
E xam ple  3.3 For the second-order OAE
21/„+1 -  t /„ ( l  -  t & J
l - U 2+1+2UnUn+l ’ (3'23)
we look for characteristics of the form
Q = Q{n,Un).
The LSC is given by
n ,„ . 9 , , ,  2<i +  u l+1 +  u 2u 2+1 +  U p  . , „
Qi ’ ) (l~UZ+1+2UnUn+1)2 . O ^ + L ^ + l )
(l +  2 t/2+1 + ^ +1)
(1 — £72+i + 2f/„l7n+1)2 ’ ' — ’ <3'24>
where a; is the right-hand side of (3.23). Differentiate (3.24) with respect to Un keeping
u) fixed, using the differential operator
J L l  - j -  + ± ± Ul n  9
dU„ lw dun 2(1 +  U2) dUn+i'
to obtain
-(i +uAl 9 o<„4.in2C/n+1(i +  a 2+1)
( i - u 2+l +  2unu n+1)2 aun + lQ +  ' n+l)
■ 1 + W l+ l  +  Unjl 9 _  2Un(l +  21/2+1 +  Un+l) . . _
+  ( l - C / 2+ I + 2y„W„+ 1 )2 S l/„ Wl ’ (1 +  V ^)(l -  U2+1 + 2Un Un+i ) 2 ~
Q
Dividing the equation through by the coefficient of j—  Q(n + 1, Un+i), we get
0071+1
-Q(n + 1, Un+i )-  ( 3 3 ^ 3 )  OI”  +  L y »+l)
- ~ ^ Q ( n , U n) + ~ ^ Q { n , U n) = 0. (3.25)
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To eliminate the Q(n +  1, Un+1 ) terms, we differentiate (3.25) with respect to Un keeping 
Un+i fixed, which yields
which (3.26) is a second-order differential equation for Q(n,Un). The general solution 
of (3.26) is
Substituting the result (3.27) into (3.25) and simplifying the result, we derive the OAE
where c\ is a constant. Finally, substituting (3.27) into (3.24) we obtain the second order 
OAE for A(n )
A(n  +  2) — 2A(n + 1) +  A(n) =  0, 
with general solution given by
A(n) = c2n  -P c3.
Therefore, the characteristics are
(3.27)
B(n  +  1) -  B (n ) =  0,
whose general solution is
B(n)  =  ci,
Qi = 1 +  Uf, Qi =  (1 +  Ul)n  and Q3 =  (1 +  Uf) tan 1 (£/„).
To find the general solution of (3.23) we need to solve
~  = Q(n,Un)•
For Qi =  1 +  Uf using ei as parameter
^  =  Qi(n, c/„) =  i +  a 2
which is a separable equation. Therefore
with general solution
tan 1(Un) =  ei +  F(n, Un).
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Using the initial condition Un — Un we get that F (n , Un) =  tan 1{Un).£1=0
tan ~l {Un) — ei +  tan_1(Un).
Similarly for Q2 — (1 +  U2)n using e2 as parameter
tan_1(Un) =  e2n + tan-1 ([/„).
We can compose (3.28) and (3.29) as a single transformation, thus
tan-1 (fjn) =  tan -1 (Un) +  ei + e2n
or
Un =  tan(tan l {Un) -f ei +  e2n).
Using the standard formula for the tangent, we get
Un +  tan(ei +  e2n)
Un = 1 — Un tan(ei +  e2n)
From the trivial solution Un — 0 we obtain the general solution
Un — tan(ei +  e2n).
(3.28)
Therefore
(3.29)
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C hapter 4
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4 The Maple program Asym
This chapter presents a set of software routines, implemented in Maple V5.1, for finding 
symmetries of OAEs using the method described in Chapter 3 and Hydon (2000b). In 
preparing such a package, our main intentions were:
• step by step implementation of the theory for finding symmetries of OAE’s,
• to provide easy-to-use software tools for the user,
• an interactive program where the user decides the way that the algorithm works,
• to provide the output of important calculations clearly.
Maple is a software package, which has been developed at the University of Waterloo in 
Canada. It can perform various mathematical computations symbolically, numerically, 
graphically or by programming. With the help of this package it is possible to solve 
problems that would not have been attempted a few decades ago. The combination of 
the Maple features enables the user to focus on the problem rather than the detailed 
calculations involved in the problem. One of the main advantages of Maple is the op­
portunity for the user to create procedures or to define new commands. The procedures 
have to be written in Maple’s own programming language and can either be entered di­
rectly at the Maple prompt or stored in a separate file and then read into Maple. Asym  
uses some of the options available as part of Maple’s procedures to produce a new set of 
commands for solving ordinary difference equations.
Although the main core of the programming is written in Maple, a great part of the pro­
gram uses the sophisticated package diffgrob2, which was developed by E. L. Mansfield, 
see Mansfield (1993,1997).
The construction of this chapter is as follows. In Section 1 it can be found the instructions 
for operating Asym . In Section 2 we demonstrate Asym , using some examples from the 
previous chapter and some more complicated ones. In Section 3, a detailed analysis of 
Asym  is presented. In Section 4, we analyse step-by-step the construction of A sym  and 
we provide a brief description of its commands. Finally, Section 5 contains a discussion 
of the difficulties which arose during the construction of the program, together with 
some possible solutions to these problems.
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4.1 U ser’s G uide
A sym  stands for S ym m etries of OAEs. The program runs under X-windows in Unix, 
since Maple and diffgrob2 both run in Unix. In this section we describe the steps that 
the user must follow every time A sym  is used.
Before running Asym , you must have the package diffgrob2 installed on your com­
puter. Change to the directory ../difE2/ which is created when diffgrob2 is installed. 
Put the files needed for running A sym  into that directory. These files are 
D eltaSym , In itia lisa tion , D ynE qn, H ighest, difTLSC, sysde, desim p and e q t­
powers.
From that directory run xm aple. While in the Maple window, it is advised to clear 
Maple’s memory every time before using A sym , by typing re s ta r t;.
To run Asym, type at the Maple prompt read  (D eltaSym ).
When the program starts, it will need information about the order and the equation 
describing the OAE. The order has to be entered in the input line provided by Asym  
as a number instead of a word. For the equation describing the OAE, we have to type 
in the right-hand side of the OAE. For instance, if we want to find the characteristic 
for the third-order OAE
Un+3 =  tv(n, Un, Un.j_i, Uny 2),
we type in for the order
E n te r  o rder N  of D ifference equation: 3;
and for the function describing the equation
E n te r  om ega function: u(n, U[n], XJ[n +  1], U[n + 2]);
Note that all equations appearing in the output of the Maple worksheet are equal to 
zero.
In the next part of the program, where we are calculating the system of determining 
equations, there are two ways to proceed. At each input stream we can type a semi­
colon to use the default settings, or we enter following the Maple syntax the variables 
that Asym  requires in order to complete the calculations. The Maple syntax for the 
dependent variables is U[n], U[n +  1], U[n + 2], etc. For example, let us assume that a
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user wishes to d ifferentiate th e following equation
LSC q Q(ra, Un, Un^-i) 2Q(n 4  1 , Un+1 , Un4-2) 4  Q{n 4  3, Un+3, f/n+4)
with respect to Un keeping Un+z, Un+4 fixed. At the prompt of the input stream shown
below, we input a single semi-colon
E n te r  th e  variable(s) you w ant to  keep fixed: ;
to choose the default settings. Asym will eliminate the highest term of the equation 
each time, therefore it will use the dependent variables of the term for these variables, 
i.e. Un+z and Un.j.4, as discussed further in §4.3. Alternatively we can input these same 
variables in Maple notation. If more than one variable is entered, then these variables 
should be separated with a comma,
E n te r  th e  variable(s) you w ant to  keep fixed: U[n43],U[n44];
The same applies when choosing the variable to differentiate any expression. The de­
fault setting will always use the variable Un to differentiate the expression, but if the 
user wishes to use another variable, then this variable should be input at the prompt as 
follows
D ifferen tiate  LSC w ith  re sp ec t to: U[n4l];
When the calculations are completed, the ’Command Menu’ will appear in the screen,
C om m and M enu 
1-Pow ers, 2 -D ifferen tia tion , 3 -A dd  Solution, 4 -E x it
providing the user with different options to proceed. To choose an option, the user must 
input the number identifying that command. For example, if we would like to choose 
the command A dd Solution, we would input 
Choose one of th e  op tions to  continue: 3;
The first option Powers will equate powers of the dependent variables in a polyno­
mial equation. To use that option, the user should give the number of one of the printed 
equations above the command menu. Each of the equations in the system is identified 
by the name LSC followed by an index. All equations are derived from the linearised 
symmetry condition of the OAE by differentiation, hence the name LSC. The index ’0’ 
denotes the equation which is the linearised symmetry condition of the OAE, and the 
indices ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, etc denote the equations that are derived after each successive differ­
entiation. The index is the number that the user should enter at the prompt command.
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So, given the system  of equations
LSC0, 
LSCi,  
l s c 2,
one can equate powers in the last equation by entering the following:
Give th e  n um ber of th e  equation  you w ant to  equate  pow ers: 2;
For the second option D ifferentiation , the user should give the number of one of the 
equations to be simplified by differentiation. The same steps should be followed as when 
we were calculating the dynamical equations. Please note that default settings do not al­
ways apply to this stage of the calculations; it depends on the equation you want to solve.
For the option A dd Solution, the user should input the new equation in the Maple 
syntax for defining functions. A sym  does not solve the system of the dynamical equa­
tions, but it simplifies that system with the information provided by the user. Every 
calculation for obtaining this solution should be done by the user, and only the solution 
should be input into the program. The user can solve the derived differential equations 
by the method of characteristics. To simplify matters A sym  outputs each first-order 
differential operator that is used to derive the differential equations. The notation dun
is used to denote ■ , etc. To define a function in Maple we need to specify the name,
ou n
the arguments and the equation that describes that function as follows
name := (arguments) —» equation.
The arguments are given in the form of a list. However note that the above syntax could 
not accept variables of the form Un etc, therefore the dependent variables should now 
be represented by the variables ul, u2, u3 etc. according to the order of the OAE, but 
the independent variable will be still represented by n. Following the theory in Chapter 
3, the default characteristic function that A sym  uses will always be independent of the 
dependent variable C/ri+Ar_lj where N  is the order of the OAE. It follows that, the list of 
the arguments may contain variables up to u(n  +  N  — 1). For example for a third order 
OAE we expect the arguments to be n, u l  and u2. Therefore, the equation describing the 
function should also be given using these variables instead of the normal variables JJn etc.
It is advised that the user denotes each new function by F k , where k > 1, to avoid 
complications with names in the code. For similar reasons constants should be repre­
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sented by Cfc, where k > 1. For example let us assume the following equation
LSG2 =  w f l Q(n' Un)» + 2~ i r Q(n' Un)Un - 2Q(n'
The solution of that equation is given by
Q(n, E7„) = - F l ( n ,  Un)Un + F2(n, Un)U2.
In Asym, the above equation should be given in the input stream as follows 
Give th e  equation  for th e  new  function: Q :=(n,ul) —>• — F l(n , ral)ral + F2(n, u l )u l2 
In this example ul  stands for Un. There are cases where ul  could stand for whole ex­
pressions of dependent variables, as in Example 1 in Section 4.2.
To terminate the program at any time, the user can choose the final option Exit from the 
command menu. In this case the program will ask the user to verify that the session is to 
be terminated. If the user types ’no’ the program will resume; otherwise it will terminate.
In the following section, we use some examples to demonstrate the program.
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4.2 Exam ples
Example 1
> r e s t a r t ;
> read (D eltaS ym );
Warning, new d e fin it io n  for  norm 
Warning, new d e fin it io n  fo r  trace
Program to find Lie symmetries of Un+N =  cj(n, Un, Un+at_i)
> Enter order N o f D iffe r e n c e  eq u a tio n : 3;
Order of equation is 3
> Enter omega fu n c t io n :  2 * U [n + l]-U [n ];
Un+3 == 2 Un+1 — Un 
The default characteristic function is Q(n, Un, Un+\)
LSCo — Q(n, Un, Un+\) 2 Q(n 4~1, Un+i, Un-f-2) 4" Q(n 4- 3, Un+3, Un.(-4)
highest term — Q(n 4- 3, Un+3, Un+4)
> Enter th e  v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[Un.4.3, Un-\-4]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e s p e c t  to :  ;
Un
The differential operator is
1 , 1 ,
4- -  dUn+1 +  -  dun+i
L S G i =  ( m  +  5 ( s z f c  Q(»> y n. y »+ l)) -  D2(Q)(n +  1 , , £7n+2)
“  2  ^ 3(Q)(n 4 1) ^n+1 ) Un+2)
highest term = D3(Q)(n 4-1, Un+i, Un+2)
> Enter th e  v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[Un+i, Un+2]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e s p e c t  to :  ;
Un
The differential operator is
dun
l s g 2 = - 2  (g g *  Q(n, r n, u n+1)-  Q<n ’ ^ -w ))
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highest term -  Qfo, Un, Un+1 )
THE SYSTEM  OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IS GIVEN BELOW
LSCq — Q(ra, Un, Un+1) — 2 Q(ra 4  1, Un+\, £/n+2) 4  Q(ra +  3, Un+3, Un+4)
AjS'C'i =  D2(Q)(ra, C/n , Dn+i) 4  -  Ds(Q)(ra, t/n , Un+i) — D2(Q)(ra 4  1, Un+i, Un+2)
“  2 ^3(Q)(w +  1, I7n+1, Un+2)
A5C2 =  - 2 ( J ^ Q ( r a ,  Un, Un+i)) -  (Wnf ldUn Q(n > ^n, C U l))
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~ Exit
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e : 3;
> Give th e  eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c t io n :  Q := (n ,u l,u 2 )-> F l(n ,u 2 )+
> F 2 (n ,2 * u 2 -u l) ;
LSC q = Fl(ra, Un+ 1) 4  F2(ra, 2 Un+\ — Un) — 2 Fl(ra 4  1, Un+2) ~  2 F2(ra 4  1,2  Un+2 — Un+1)
4  Fl(ra 4  3, 2 £/n+2 ~  Un+i) 4  F 2(ra 4  3, 4 Un+2 — 4 £/n+i 4  Ua)
LSC 1 = l D 2( « ) ( n ,  Un+l)-  I d 2(F1)(„  +  1,
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation-, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~ Exit
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e : 2;
> Give th e  number o f th e  eq u a tio n  you want to  d i f f e r e n t ia t e :  1;
highest term — D2(F i )(ra 4  1, Un+2)
> Enter th e  v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  U [n],U [n+2];
[Uni Un-f-2]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e s p e c t  to :  U [n + 1];
Un+i
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The differential operator is 
dun+1
- t < £ ^ F l ( n , U n+1))
Command M enu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 5 — ric/d Solution, J — Frit
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  con tin u e: 3;
> Give th e  eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : F l : = ( n ,u l ) - > c [ l ] * u l+ c [ 2 ] ;
LSCq = F2 (n, 2 Un+l -  Un) -  2 F2(n +  1, 2 Un+2 -  Un+i) +  F2 (n + 3, 4 Un+2 -  4 £/n+1 + Un)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution , /  —
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 3;
> Give th e eq u ation  fo r  th e new fu n c tio n : F 2 := (n ,u l) -> F 3 (n )* u l+ F 4 (n );
LSCq =  2F3(n) Un+l -  F3(n) Un +  F4(n) -  4F3(n + 1) Un+2 +  2F3(n +  1) Un+l -  2F4(n + 1) 
+  4F3(n -f- 3) f/n®2 ~ 4F3(n +  3) Un+ i H~ F3(77, +  3) Un +  F4(n -f- 3)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~  Erif
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 1;
> Give th e  number o f th e  eq u ation  you want to  equate powers: 0;
F4(n) -  2 F4(n +  1) + F4(n +  3)
—F3(7i) F3(n -f- 3)
2 F3(n) +  2 F3(n +  1) -  4F3(n +  3)
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—4F3(n +  1) +  4F3(n +  3)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add- Solution, 4 ~  Frcii
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 3;
> Give th e  eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c t io n :  F 3 := (n )-> c [3 ];
LSCo = F4(ra) -  2F4(n +  1) +  F4(n +  3)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~  Exit
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e : 3;
> Give th e  eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c t io n :  F 4 := (n )-> c [4 ]
> +c [5 ]  * ( ( - 1 + s q r t  ( 5 )  ) / 2 )  ~n+c [6 ]  * ( ( - 1 - s q r t  ( 5 ) )  / 2 )  ~n;
NO MORE CALCULATIONS TO BE DONE 
The characteristic function for the given 3 rd — order difference equation is
01 Un+1 +  c2 +  C3 (2 Un+1 — Un) +  C4 +  C5 ( — -  +  -  ^/S)n +  Cq (— -  — -  \/5)n
The equation for the characteristic function is the same as the equation described in 
Chapter 3 for the same OAE. If we treat constants c2 +  C4 =  c3 and rearrange the terms 
ciUn+i +  2cffJn+i -  c8Un so that
ci +  2 c 3 =  2 c 2 ,
-  _  „  1 
C 3 =  Cl -  C 2 = >  Cl =  - C l ,
C5 —  C4,
Cq C 5 ,
th e equations are the same.
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Example 2
> r e s ta r t ;
> read(D eltaS ym );
Warning, new d e fin it io n  for norm
Warning, new d e fin it io n  for trace
Program to find Lie symmetries of Un+N = tj(n, Un, Un+N-i)
> Enter order N o f D iffe r e n c e  eq u a tio n : 2;
Order of equation is 2
> Enter omega fu n c tio n : U [n ]* U [n + l] /(2 * U [n ]-U [n + l]);
n  Un Un+l
71+2 2Un - U n+l 
The default characteristic function is Q(n, Un)
G o  =  { ~ ^ f  +  2  ^ % F ± )  Q ( n ’ U n )  +  ( ~ i r  “  Q { n  +  h  U n + l )  +  Q ( "  +  2 ’ U n + 2 )
:= 2 Un Un+i
highest term =  Q(n -f 2, Un+2)
> Enter th e  v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[Un+2]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e sp e c t  to :  ;
Un
The differential operator is 
d(Jn +  x
1 Un+i djjn.
2 U j
LSCi  =  ((U n + l ( g f c  Q (» , u n)) Un -  Un D  2(Q) +  1, i )  1 +  2 Un Q +  1,
- 2  Un+l Q (« , U „))U n + i)  / (U n (2 U n - U n+l)2)
highest term — D 2 (Q )(n  -f 1, Un+i)
> Enter th e  v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[%+i]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e sp e c t  to :  ;
Un
The differential operator is

highest term = Q(n, Un)
THE SYSTEM  OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IS GIVEN BELOW
LSCq = (Q(n, Un) Un+i2 — 2 Q (n 4- 1, Un+i) Un2 4- 4 Q(n 4- 2, Un+2) Un2 
— 4 Q(n 4- 2, Un+2) Un Un+\ +  Q(n 4- 2, Un+2) Un+i2) j(2U n — Un+1)2
LiS’C'i — Un+i(Un+i D2(Q)(n, Un) Un — Un D2(Q)(n 4-1, Un.j-i) Un+ i 4- 2 Q(n 4-1, Un+i) 
-  2 Un+1 Q(n, £/„)) /([ /„  (2 -  Un+1)2)
ra n  un)) G„2 + 2 Q(n, U„))Un -  2Q(n, (7„)
Z,^C2  ------ 2---------------------------- — 2------------------------------------
L'n
Command Menu
1 — Powers, <? — Differentiation, 5 — Add Solution, J —
> Choose one o f th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 3;
> Give th e  eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : Q := (n ,u l)-> -F l(n )* u l+ F 2 (n )* u l'‘2
Un Un+12Fl(n) , Un2 Un+12F2 , „ t/„2 C/n+1 F l(n  + 1)
J-iO U o —----------——o--------- -------------- o r  Z--------------o----------
%1 2 %1 2 %1 2
n Un2 Un+l2 F2(n + l) Un2 Un-t-i F l(n  + 2) , Un Un+12 F l ( n  + 2) 
%12 %12 %12 
, F2(n +  2) Un2 Un+i 2 
+  %12 
%1 : = 2 C/n - ( 7n+1
S7n+l2F l(n) Un+i2 F l(n  +  1)
1 (2 U„ — Un+i ) 2 (2Un - U n+1)2
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, J — Exit
> Choose one o f th e o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 1;
> Give th e number o f th e  eq u a tio n  you want to  equate powers: 1;
Fl(n) — F l(n  4-1)
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Command Menu
1 — Powers , 2 — Differentiation , 3 — Add Solution , 4 ~  Exit
> Choose one o f th e o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 3;
> Give th e eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : F I : = (n )-> c  [1 ];
_  C/n2 i7„+12F2(n) n Un2 Un+i 2 F2(n + 1) F2(n +  2) Un2 Un+12 
0 (2 Un - U n+1)* (2Un - U n+1y  +  (2 Un — Un+i)2
Command M enu
1 — Powers , 2 — Differentiation , 3 — Add Solution , 4 ~  Exit
> Choose one "of th e  o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 1;
> Give th e number o f th e  eq u a tio n  you want to  equate powers; 0;
F2(n) -  2 F2(n +  1) + F2(ra +  2)
Command M enu
1 — Powers , 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution , 4 ~  Exit
> Choose one o f th e o p tio n s  to  co n tin u e: 3;
> Give th e eq u ation  fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : F 2 := (n )-> c [2 ]+ c [3 ]*n;
NO M O R E  C A L C U L A T IO N S  TO B E  D O N E
The characteristic function for  the given 2 nd — order difference equation is
C\ Un 4  (C2 4  C3 ra) Un2
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Example 3
> r e s ta r t ;
> read(D eltaS ym );
Warning, new definition for norm 
Warning, new definition for trace
Program to find Lie symmetries o f  Un+N =  u>(n, Un, t / n + i v - i )
> Enter order N o f th e  D iffe r e n c e  eq u ation : 2;
Order o f equation is 2
> Enter omega fu n c tio n : 2 * U [n + l]~ 2 /U [n ];
U„+2 =  2
Un
The default characteristic function is Q(n, Un)
LSCo-  2 ’+ ± 1 3 + 1 TA_ 4 + h  + Q( W +  2, Un+2)
On On
highest term  =  Q(n +  2, Un+2)
> Enter th e v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[U n + 2  ]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e s p e c t  to :  ;
Un
The differential operator is 
^ 1  U n + i  dun+i
” 2 Un
L S C \  — 2 f/n+ i ( —Un+ i Q (n , Un ) +  Un+i (^p^ Q{n, Un)) Un +  Q (n  +  1 , Un+ i)  Un 
-  Un+1 D 2 (Q )(n  +  1, U n+l) Un) / U n3
highest term  =  D2(Q )(n +  1 , Un+i)
> Enter th e v a r ia b le ( s )  you want to  keep f ix e d :  ;
[ U n + l ]
> D if f e r e n t ia t e  LSC w ith  r e s p e c t  to :  ;
U n
The differential operator is
dun
r c n  Q ( ” ’ _  Q (n ’ U+  +  (S& T Q < " ' ^X 562 -  -  — 2
un
highest term =  Q(n, C/n)
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THE SYSTEM  OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IS GIVEN BELOW
T on  2 Un+1 2  Q(ra, Un) — 4 Un+l Q(ra 4 - 1, Un+1 ) Un 4  Q(ra 4  2, Un+2) Un2
0  ------------------------------------------ FT2------------------------------------------
u n
LSC1 =  -2W n+1(a „ + i  Q (n , Un) Un-f-l D 2 (Q)(ra, Un ) Un Q(ra 4  1, (/n -fi) Un 
+ Un+1 Ds (Q)(n +  1. J7„+i) Un) / u n3
l s c 2 = -
(g§4  Q(n, Un)) Un2 +  Q(n, U„) -  Q(n, Un)) Un
U„2
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, J — Exit
> Choose one of the op tions to  con tinue: 3;
> Give the  equation fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : Q := (n ,u l)-> F l(n )* u l* ln (u i)+ F 2 (n )* u l;
r c „  0 U„+i2Fl(n)ln(W„) , „ J /„+ l2 F2(n) „ C/n+I2F l( n +  l)ln(W„+1)LSCo - 2 ---------— -------------+  2 -------------  4 ------ — --------------
u n *-'n u n
a Un+i2 F2(ra 4  1) Un+12 Fl(ra -f 2) ln(2) Un+12 Fl(ra 4  2) ln(Un+1)
Un Un Un
0 Un+i2 Fl(ra 4  2) ln(Un) 0 F2(ra 4  2) Un+l2 
Un +  Un
_  o Un+ i2 Fl(ra) Un+ i2 Fl(ra 4  1)
£SCl =  2 ^ 7 ---------2 ---------v ? --------
Command Menu
1 — Powers, i? — Differentiation, — Add Solution, J — ifcczi
> Choose one of the  options to  continue: 1;
> Give the  number of the equation  you want to  equate powers: 1;
2Fl(ra) — 2 FI (ra 4  1)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 5 — Add Solution, J — i?ad£
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> Choose one o f  th e  o p t io n s  t o  c o n t in u e :  3 ;
> Give th e  equation  fo r  th e  new fu n c tio n : F I := (n )-> c [1];
__ Un+lF2(n) Un+/F 2(ra +  1) i ;  ^n+i2 ci ln(2) F2(n +  2) £/n+12
0 Un Un +  Un
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~~ Exit
> Choose one of the  op tions to  con tinue: 1;
> Give the  number of th e  equation  you want to  equate powers: 0;
2F2(n) -4 F 2 ( n  +  l) +  2ci ln(2) +  2F2(n +  2)
Command Menu
1 — Powers, 2 — Differentiation, 3 — Add Solution, 4 ~ Exit
> Choose one of the  op tions to  con tinue: 3;
> Give the equation fo r  the  new fu n c tio n : F2 : = (n)**>c [2] +c [3] *n
> - l/2 * c [l]* ln (2 )* n ~ 2 ;
NO MORE CALCULATIONS TO BE DONE 
The characteristic function for the given 2 nd — order difference equation is 
d  Un \n(Un) +  (c2 +  c3 n  -  i  C\ ln(2) n2) Un
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4.3 Analysis of Asym
Let us consider the general form of an N th order OAE,
Un+N — to(jl, Un, U ji+ i, . . . , Un+N—l)t (4.1)
where
(4-2)
Lie point symmetries of differential equations are found in practice by a two-step pro­
cess. The first step is to find the determining equations for the characteristics of the 
OAE. These determining equations form an overdetermined system, which in some cases 
is easily solvable. The second step involves solving this system to obtain the general 
characteristic function satisfying (4.1). Therefore, the algorithm of A sym  has been im­
plemented taking into account the above two steps.
A sym  was created to help the user with the calculations for obtaining the charac­
teristics. It is an interactive program^ giving the user control over the calculations. For 
simplicity in constructing the program, A sym  was divided into three sections. These 
are: the In itia lisa tio n  procedure, where we construct the OAE, the D ynE qn proce­
dure, where we derive the system of the dynamical equations, and desim p for solving 
the system of these equations.
4.3.1 T he p rocedu re  In itia lisa tion
The initialisation procedure creates the OAE by taking input from the user, using the 
command readstat. Readstat reads the next statement from the input and returns the 
value of that statement. The required inputs are the order and the to function.
The order of the OAE can be used to find the list of dependent variables for constructing 
the characteristic function. Consider for a moment a third-order OAE of the form
Un+3 ~  Un, Un+1, Un+2).
As we have seen in Chapter 3, to find the characteristics of the OAE we impose some 
constraints upon Q, in order to be able to split the linearised symmetry condition and 
find the general form for Q. Therefore we seek Lie symmetries independent of Un+2, i.e.
Q Q(n, Un, Unyi).
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Q — F l ( n , Un, Un+i)Un+2 +  F2(n , Un , Un+i).
Clearly, as the order of the OAE increases, the characteristic function becomes more 
complicated and lengthy. For this reason A sym  restricts attention to finding character­
istics of the form
Q ~  Q{n i Un, . . . , U7l©£V—2)-
Keeping this in mind, the variables that can be used in any calculation to obtain the 
characteristics will be n, Un, . . . ,  Un+Ar_2-
Using the order of the OAE that we input, A sym  will automatically create the list of 
the variables that the characteristics depend on, and the list of the terms involved in the 
characteristic function, i.e. Q. The LSC can then be calculated as in Chapter 3 using
S n Q -  X u  =  0, (4.3)
where
d . d "1N-1 — 9
A lternatively  we could seek ch aracteristics o f a  m ore general form , e.g.
*  =  Q ^ t t  + (SQ)s7T—  +  • ■ • +  (S Q)aun ' aun+i    ^'aUn+N-C
with the help of a repetition loop.
From this point on, all the procedures are compiled using diffgrob2 syntax. Diff- 
grob2 enables us to make complicated calculations and simplifications, where some­
times M aple alone is unable to complete the task. Even though diffgrob2 is written 
in M aple, it has a special syntax for derivatives, which simplifies the ordering of terms. 
For instance, consider the simple term
d 
f\TT Q{n i Un, Un+1, Un.|.2 ).
OUn+l
This term in diffgrob2 syntax will be presented as
c(Q, [n, Un, Un+i, UnJf.2], Q, [], [0,0,1,0]),
where the letter c is used to denote total differentiation, then Q signifies the function 
name, followed by its independent and dependent variables. Finally, the numbers inside 
the last square bracket denote the m u lti- in d ex  of d ifferen tia tion  with respect to the 
variables, as described in Mansfield (1993). On the other hand, the same term in M aple 
syntax may appear in two different forms,
-j— Q{n,Un,Un.ir\ ,U n+.2)'> D(3)Q(n, Un, Un+i,  Un+2)-oun+1
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Using two different ways to present the same function can cause problems for the result­
ing equations, which may not be simplified completely. Especially when such equations 
are very lengthy, we have to make sure that the output of the equation is as simplified 
and neat as possible.
Therefore, all equations and all of the calculations in A sym  are written in diffgrob2 
syntax-. Only the output of the calculations that are to be shown to the user at any 
stage, are transformed to M aple syntax.
4.3.2 T he p rocedu re  D ynE qn
The procedure D ynE qn constructs the dynasty of determining equations. It derives 
the overdetermined system by continued differentiation of the LSC, until the character­
istic in the final equation does not have more than one set of arguments. The idea, as 
described in Chapter 3, is to derive an equation involving only one term and deriva­
tives of it. Continued differentiation of the LSC with respect to one of the dependent 
variables, keeping some variables fixed, will result in elimination of different terms and 
their derivatives. This leaves a differential equation that is solvable by the method of 
characteristics. The elimination of such terms differs according to the given OAE and 
the preferences of the user. For instance, for the third order OAE
Un+3 =  TUnP\ — Un,
is desirable to eliminate all shifted terms from LSC and get an equation involving only 
terms of Q(n,Un,Un-\-1 ). [Note that for some equations it may be more convenient to 
get an equation with shifted terms like Q(n +  1, Un+2). We do not address this
problem.]
Such continuing differentiations are achieved by creating a repetitive statement using 
the ‘while’ loop. Bearing in mind that all terms in any differential equation that is 
derived from the LSC need to depend only upon one set of variables we have to create 
an ending point for the calculations. Condition (4.2) ensures that (4.1) is an N tll~order 
OAE. This means that the co function will always depend upon the dependent variable 
Um and (4.3) will contain the term Q(n,Un, . . .  ,Un+N -2)- Therefore, we can always 
derive a differential equation from the LSC that depends upon Q{n,Un, . . .  ,UnPbj - 2). 
Thus, the ending point of the calculations will be to satisfy the condition that all terms in 
LSC must be of the form Q(n, Un, . . . ,  Un4.^ - 2)- Following this result, we construqt the
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The D ynE qn procedure is divided into two subprocedures, namely H ighest and dif- 
fLSC. The procedure H ighest identifies all the terms in the initial LSC using
if ty p e (te rm ,fu n c tio n );
which returns a boolean expression. If the expression returns a tru e  statement then this 
term is marked and entered in a list in ascending order. To do this, we use a three-step 
procedure where we compare all the terms in pairs, and each time we keep the highest 
of the pair. We start by assuming that the very first term of the sequence is the highest.
In the first step the first arguments of the terms are compared. The term with the 
highest first argument has the highest order. If the first arguments are equal, the second 
step compares the total degree of the derivatives. Clearly, whichever term is differenti­
ated more times with respect to any variable is the highest. Finally, whenever both of 
the first two steps are not satisfied, i.e. terms have the same dependent variables and the 
same total degree, then we have to check their derivatives with respect to their highest 
dependent variable, or if the derivatives are still equal then proceed to the derivative of 
the next dependent variable in descending order.
The idea behind identifying the highest term at each stage of the calculations is to 
create a set of default settings. At this stage, we already know the equation describing 
the LSC and the highest term of it. To differentiate the LSC we need two pieces of 
information, the dependent variable we are differentiating the LSC with respect to, and 
the terms that we will keep fixed throughout the differentiation. The diffLSC will carry 
out the differentiations according to the user’s clioices. The user will either insert the 
pieces of information required for the operation, or else choose the default settings at 
the prompt commands.
The user can enter a sequence of dependent variables followed by semi-colon to state 
which variables need to be fixed during differentiation, or else a semi-colon alone for 
the default settings to be activated. If the default settings are chosen, the procedure 
will immediately try to eliminate the highest of all terms that were identified before. To 
create the sequence of the variables that it will keep fixed, it will collect from the highest 
term the part describing the variables, and use the dependent variables as the ones to
procedure so th a t it will elim in ate all term s whose first argum ent is n + k for some k > 1.
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keep fixed. For example, assume that the highest term of an LSC is
c(Q, [n +  3, Un+3 , C/n+4], [],[], [0,0,0]). 
Then it will use Un+3, Un+4 as the variables to keep fixed.
Next the user must choose either to use a particular variable to differentiate the LSC, or 
to use the default settings. If the default settings are chosen, the procedure will always 
seek to differentiate the LSC with respect to the dependent variable Un.
When the choice of the variable we differentiate with respect to and the variables we 
keep fixed are made, difFLSC has to calculate the differential operator and the par­
tial derivatives with fixed arguments. Remember that for a third-order equation, the 
differential operator of Un keeping to, S u  fixed is given by
d
dUn
d , dUn+1 d , dUn+2
+ +10,Su dUn dUn u,Su dUn+i dUn u,Su dUn-\. 2
d
where
orr d(u,Su) d(u,Su)
dU n+11 d(Un,un+2) 1 dUn+2 j d(un+i,un) ( ,
dUn Usw d(u,Su) QU |wStli d{u,Su) I ■ )
d(Un+l,Un+2) H d(Un+i,Un+2)
First we have to check that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix in the denominators 
of (4.4) is different than zero. To form the Jacobian at the denominator, we differentiate 
each of the fixed arguments with respect to the dependent variables of the equation 
except the variable we differentiate LSC with respect to, i.e. Un. If the determinant is 
zero, that means we have to choose another variable to differentiate the LSC. A recursive 
procedure will take the user back to the point where this variable is chosen, and the user 
will be asked to choose another variable. If the determinant of the Jacobian matrix in 
the denominator is not zero, then the procedure continues to find the determinants of 
the Jacobian matrices in the numerators of these terms.
When difFLSC finds all the partial derivatives with fixed arguments, it creates the 
differential operator to use on the LSC. However, if the user decides to differentiate 
the LSC keeping fixed dependent variables that are different from the ones that the 
default settings already picked, then the resulting differential operator is not sufficient 
to differentiate the LSC. For instance,
Q(n +  3, t/?l+3, Un+4) — 2Q(n +  1, Un+i, Un+2) + Q{u, Un, U?l+i) =  0,
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is the LSC of the third-order equation Un-j-3 =  2Un+\ — Un. If we differentiate it with 
respect to Un keeping Un+i, Un+2 fixed, instead of keeping Un+3, Un+4 fixed, the resulting 
LSC will be
Q
qjj ”Q (n j Un, UnP 1 ) =  0,
which is not right. The reason is that Un+3 and Un+4 are treated as dependent variables 
throughout the operations instead of functions that depend on n, Un, Un+1 , Un+2. We 
use this convention to keep the equations simple for the calculations. Therefore, in order 
to differentiate such expressions we either have to substitute these functions with their 
respective equations (which will make the equations lengthier and time-consuming for 
the calculations) 01* we have to create an extra operator (or extended operator) that will 
complete the differentiations by treating Un+z and U7l+4 as variables.
To overcome this difficulty, we create two reference points which check whether the 
differential operator is sufficient to differentiate LSC. The first reference point checks 
the sequence of the dependent variables that the derived highest term depends on. The 
second reference point checks the sequence of dependent variables that the user inputs 
into diffLSC. If these sequences are the same, then the differential operator is sufficient 
to differentiate the LSC. Otherwise, there is a need for an extended operator to be cre­
ated.
The extended operator can be calculated if in the existing differential operator we add 
the derivatives of the LSC with respect to the dependent variables Un+N up to Un+2N-2‘ 
For instance, in the previous example, the extended operator will be calculated by dif­
ferentiating LSC with respect to Un+3, then find the derivative of the LSC with respect 
to Un+4 and add this result to the existing differential operator.
Applying the differential operator to the LSC will simplify the expression of the LSC. 
The resulting equation will be stored in the system, and this equation will become the 
new LSC that we need to differentiate. When the initial LSC is fully differentiated, all 
the stored equations, i.e. the intermediate equations of the LSC will form the dynasty 
of determining equations. Each equation will be presented to the system with the name 
LSC and an index, as they are derived from the initial LSC. The indices are used in 
order to be able to distinguish one equation from each other. Starting with the index 
’O’, we denote the LSC of (4.1), and when we differentiate that equation we increase the 
number in the index by one. Therefore LSCi  will denote the LSC differentiated once,
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LSC 2 is a derivative of LSC\ and so on. The system of these equations will be printed 
at the end of the procedure.
So far we have considered only third-order equations. Similar routines are used for 
equations of arbitrary order.
4.3.3 T he  p rocedu re  desim p
The general solution of the characteristic function will be determined by solving the 
system of equations describing the LSC. The procedure desim p helps the user with the 
manipulation of the calculations. It requires information to be input by the user. It does 
not provide solutions to any of the equations.
The way to solve such systems is to gather information for the characteristic function 
and simplify the equations. We proceed by finding information from the final equation 
derived and continue using equations in the reverse of the order they were derived. In 
this way, when the initial LSC results in zero, the general characteristic function will be 
determined.
To help the user solve the system of the determining equations, we created two pro­
cedures that can simplify any of the equations either by equating powers of same terms 
or by differentiating the equation. Those two procedures and the option to substitute a 
function into the equations form the three parts of desim p. In that way the user can 
decide the steps the procedure follows to determine the characteristic function. These 
options are given in a form of a menu, called the C om m and M enu, shown below
C om m and  M enu
1 —Pow ers, 2 -D ifferen tia tion , 3 -A d d  Solution, 4 -E x it
The option Pow ers is used to equate powers of dependent variables in an equation. The 
program uses the procedure eq tpow ers to split the equation into a system of difference 
equations. The user has to input the number of the equation that is to be simplified.
To equate powers in an equation, we set the highest dependent variable of the OAE, 
i.e Un+;v- 1 equal to zero. We then substract the result from the initial equation. The 
same equation is then subtracted from the initial one and the new result will be divided
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by the dependent variable we set to zero. This equation will have only terms of that 
particular dependent variable. If the equation is different than zero then it is stored in 
the procedure for future reference. The procedure continues in the same way but this 
time the initial equation has changed to the last resulting equation. We repeat the above 
procedure but this time we set zero the next dependent variable, using descending order. 
Therefore the next variable to be set to zero will be Un+jv-2- Whenever the next stored 
equation becomes zero, the procedure stops. The non-zero stored equations will be the 
system of equations from equating powers in an expression. For example consider the 
equation
2Fl{n)Un+l -  Fl{n)Un + F 2{n) -  4 F l(n  4- l)Un+2 4- 2F l(n  + l)Un+l -  2F2{n +  1) 
4-4Fl(n 4- 3)Un+2 — 4 F l(n  4- 3)£/n4_i +  F l(n  4- 3)Un 4- F2[n +  3) = 0 .
We start by setting Un+2 equal to zero and subtracting the resulting equation from the 
initial one to get
2Fl(n)U n+i -  Fl(n)U n +  F4(n) +  2 F l(n  +  l)Un+i -  2F2(n +  1)
—4_Fl(?r 4- 3)Un+i 4“ F l(n  4- 3)Un 4- F2[n 4- 3) =  0.
The difference of the two equations is the coefficient of Un+2 in the equation, i.e.
—4F l(n  4-1) 4- 4 F l(n  4- 3) =  0.
Repeating the same procedure, this time setting the other dependent variables to zero 
in turn, we end up with the system
—4F l(n  4-1) 4- 4F l(n  4- 3) =  0,
2F l(n) + 2F l(n  + 1 ) -  4 F l(n  4- 3) -  0,
~ F l(n )  4- F l(n  4- 3) = 0 ,
F2{n) -  2F2(n 4- 1) 4- F2{n 4- 3) =  0.
The above system will be printed out, giving the user information about the two func­
tions F I  and F 2 in the equation.
The option d ifferen tiation  will simplify one of the equations of the system of the 
dynamical system using the procedure diffLSC described in §4.3.2. The number of the 
equation should be given by the user at the prompt. The result of the differentiation 
will be printed out.
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If the user decides not to simplify any of the equations, or the equations cannot be 
simplified any more, then option A dd S olu tion  should be chosen. This option is for 
inserting information to the system for solving it. This information has to be given in 
Maple format, and in the form that Maple defines any function. The proper way of 
defining a function in Maple is given by
Nam e := (Argum ents) -» Equation, (4.5)
where Name is the function we want to define. The arguments that the function takes 
should be given as a sequence of variable names. For example, the following function
Q{n, Un, Un+l) = F l(n , Un+i) 4  F 2(n, 2Un+i -  Un)
can be written as a function in Maple as follows
Q := (n ,u l, u2) -4 F l{n , u2) 4  F2(n, 2u2 — u l),
where u l is substituted for Un and u2 for Un+1 - The argument list cannot take variables 
of the form Un, therefore the user should always give the new function in terms of u l, u2, 
u3 and so on. Sometimes, u l can be substitute for a whole expression of variables. In 
the above example if we would like to say that F2(n, 2Un+i — Un) is linear in its second 
argument, we would write
F2 := (n , u l) —> F3(n)ul 4  F4(n),
where now u l is substituted in place of 2Un+i — Un.
Giving the information in this format, we do not need to use commands such as subs to 
evaluate the equations subject to the information we input. By defining any function, 
Maple is executing the substitution automatically. (In previous attempts to construct 
the procedure, we came across problems concerning the substitution of information into 
the system, due to the nature of the command subs.)
When the new information is given by the user, the existing system of the dynami­
cal equations is simplified and the new equations are printed, replacing the previous 
ones. Whenever LSC q results in zero, the information that the user entered into A sym  
will be gathered to form the general solution for the characteristic function.
Finally, the option E x it will terminate the program at any time that the user wishes. 
The user should be aware that A sym  does not save any of the results into a file for future
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reference. Therefore by terminating the program all of the outputs and information will 
be lost.
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4 .4  S u m m a r y  o f  c o m m a n d s
4 .4 !  D eltaSym
read (Initialisation);
read(DynEqn);
read(desimp);
R eads in th e  p rocedures th a t  fo rm  Asym.
4.4.2 In itia lisa tion
with(diffgrob2):
with(linalg):
L oading diffgrob2 and  Maple’s linear a lgebra  packages.
read ‘../src/dg2map‘; 
read ‘.. / dgb _aux/ dgsubs‘;
C om m ands for tran s la tio n  o f sy n tax  from  diffgrob2 to  Maple and  for su b stitu ­
tio n  while using diffgrob2.
S:=f—> eval(subs(n=n+l,f)):
S1:= f—> subs(U [n+Ord]= Omega,eval(subs (11= 11+1 ,f))):
T he  shift operato rs.
print (‘Program to find Lie symmetries of ‘ .U[n+N]=omega(n,U[n],U[n+l],‘...‘,U[n+N-
1]));
Ord:=readstat(‘Enter order N of Difference equation: ‘): 
print(‘Order of equation is ‘.Ord);
R equires from  th e  user th e  o rd er of th e  difference equation.
Omega:=(readstat(‘Enter omega function: ‘)): 
print (‘U‘ [n+Ord]= Omega);
R equires from  th e  user th e  u  function.
ivar:—NULL:
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
ivar:=ivar,U[n+i-l];
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od:
C o n stru c tin g  sequence of d ep en d en t variables th a t  could exist in th e  N th or­
d e r  equation .
vlist:=NULL:
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
vlist:=vlist,u.i;
od:
C o n stru c tin g  sequence for defining th e  default ch a rac te ris tic  function.
Ql:=(n,vlist) —> Q(n,vlist): 
q:=Ql(n,ivar);
T h e  defau lt charac teristic  function .
LIST1:=Q1;
L ist of te rm s, requ ired  in  diffgrob2 for calculations.
LIST2:=n,ivar;
L ist of variables including th e  in d ep en d en t variab le n, to  be  used in diffgrob2.
print (‘The default characteristic function is ‘,Q(LIST2));
LSC:=0:
P:~q:
const:=U[n+Ord]-Omega:
In itia l values for calcu la ting  th e  linearised  sy m m etry  condition.
for i from 0 to Ord do
LSC:=LSC+diff(const,U[n+i])*p:
p:=S(p):
od:
LSC:
LS[0]:=LSC: 
print (’LSC’[0]=LS[0]);
T he  LSC of th e  OAE.
LSC:=map2dg(LSC,[LISTl],[LIST2j):
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T h e  L SC  in  diffgrob2 sy n ta x .
4.4.3 difFLSC
LSC:=collect(LSC, highest):
Coeffht:=coeff(LSC, highest):
LSC:=LSC/Coeffht:
Sim plifying LSC by e lim inating  coefficient of h ighest te rm .
Refptl:=subsop(l=NULL,op(2,highest)):
C rea tes  th e  default se ttings  for th e  variab les to  keep fixed. A lso it is a  ref­
erence po in t for th e  d ifferen tial o p era to r.
fixvar:=readstat (‘Enter the variable(s) you want to keep fixed: ‘):
if fixvar=NULL then
fixvar:=Refptl:
else
fixvar:= [fixvar]:
fi:
print (fixvar);
D ep en d en t variables we keep fixed w hile d ifferen tia ting  LSC.
Refpt2:=fixvar:
Second reference po in t for th e  d ifferential opera to rs. T he variables th e  user 
decides to  keep fixed.
Refpt3:=0:
R eference po in t for checking th e  choice of th e  variable for d ifferen tia ting  LSC.
while Refpt3=0 do 
allivar:=ivar,U[n+Ord-l]:
L ist of all variables of OAE u p to  U[n +  N  — 1].
idiff:=readstat(‘Differentiate LSC with respect to: ‘):
if idiff=NULL then
idiff:=U[n]:
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else
idiff;
fi;
print (idiff);
D ep en d en t variab le to  d ifferen tia te  LSC.
varl:=Omega:
for i from 0 to Ord-2 do
fixvar:=subs(U[n+Ord+i]=varl,fixvar);
varl:=Sl(varl);
od;
fixvar;
S u b s titu tio n  of w and  Sw in th e  variab les we keep fixed.
var2:=[allivar]:
rm:=idiff:
Refpt4:=0:
for i from 1 to Ord do 
if var2[i]=rm then 
Refpt4:=i:
f i ;
od:
var3:=subsop(Refpt4=NULL,var2):
dM at:=matrix(Ord-l,Ord-l):
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
for j from 1 to Ord-1 do
dMat[i,j]:=diff (fixvar [i],var3[j]);
od;
od:
Jaco b ian  m a trix  of p a rtia l derivatives of th e  te rm s  we keep fixed w ith  respect 
to  all d ependen t variables a p a r t from  idiff.
Determ_denom:=det(dMat): 
if Determ_denom=0 then 
Refpt3:=0;
print(£You have to choose another variable to differentiate LSC‘);
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else
Refpt3:=l;
fi;
od:
C heck th a t  LSC can be d iffe ren tia ted  by  th e  variab le  th e  user chose. 
nlist:=NULL:
for i from Ord to 2* Ord-2 do
nlist:= nlist, U [n+i];
od:
nlist := [nlist]: 
var4:=Omega:
for i from Ord to 2*Ord-2 do
nlist: =subs (U [n+i] =  var4, nlist);
var4:=Sl(var4);
od:
nlist:
cLSC:=diff(LSC,idiff): -
In itia l value of derivative of LSC.
diffoper:==d[idiff]:
In itia l value of th e  d ifferen tial o pera to r.
for k from 1 to Ord-1 do 
var5:=subsop(k=idiff,var3); 
nMat:—matrix(Ord-l, Ord-1): 
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do 
for j from 1 to Ord-1 do 
nMat[i j] :=diff(fixvar[i] ,var5[j]); 
od; 
od;
Jacob ian  m a trix  of n u m e ra to r of (4.4).
Determ_numer:=det(nMat):
cLSC:=cLSC-(Determ_numer/Determ_denom)*diff(LSC,var3[k]);
der[k]:=diff(nlist[k],idiff);
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dop[k] :=der[k]-(Determ_numer/Determ..denom) *diff(nlist[k] ,var3[k]); 
diffoper:=diffoper+(-(Determ_numer/Determ_denom))* d[op(k,var3)]; 
od:
C alcu lation  of d ifferential o p e ra to r  and  th e  re su lt of d ifferen tia ting  LSC w hen 
using default settings.
print(‘The differential operator is ‘);
print (diffoper);
if Refpt2=Refptl then
cLSC;
else
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
cLSC:=cLSC+dop[i]*diff(LSC,U[n+Ord-l+i]);
od;
fi:
LSC afte r d ifferen tiation  w hen using different th a n  defau lt settings.
if 0 rd=2  then 
cLSC:=simplify (cLSC): 
fi:
LSC:=cLSC:
cLSC:=dg2map(cLSC):
T ransla tion  of LSC from  diffgrob2 to  Maple.
4.4.4 desim p
print(‘ c);
while LS[0]<>0 do
C ondition  for continuous ru n n in g  of th e  p rocedu re
print (‘Command Menu4); 
print(‘ •);
print(‘1-Powers, 2-Differentiation, 3-Add Solution, 4-Exit‘); 
print(‘ ‘);
Input:=readstat(‘Choose one of the options to continue: ‘): 
while I n p u t o l  and Input< >  2 and Input<>3 and Input<>4 do
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Input :=readstat(‘Choose an option 1-4: ‘): 
od:
C o n stru c tio n  of th e  C om m and M enu.
if Inpu t= l then 
print(‘ ‘);
Eqnum:=readstat(‘Give the number of the equation you want to equate powers: ‘); 
while Eqnum>countl-l or EqnumCO do 
Eqnum:=readstat(‘No such equation exists, choose again: c); 
od:
C ond ition  to  check th a t  user chose an  equation  th a t  does exist.
read(eqtpowers);
for i from Refpt5+1 to count2-l do 
print (Eqn[i]); 
od: 
fi: •
P ro g ram  reads p rocedure  for eq u a tin g  pow ers in  an  equation  and  p rin ts  th e  
resu ltin g  equations.
if Input=2  then 
print(‘ ‘);
Eqnum:=readstat(‘Give the number of the equation you want to differentiate: ‘); 
while Eqnum>count 1-1 or EqnumCO do 
Eqnum:=readstat(‘No such equation exists, choose again: ‘); 
od:
LSC:=LS [Eqnum]:
LSC:=map2dg (LS C, [LIST1], [LIST2]):
read(Highest);
read(diffLSC);
print (cLSC);
print(‘ *);
f i ;
if Input=3 then
In it ia l is a tio n  o f th e  p ro c e d u re  fo r d iffe re n tia tin g  a specific eq u a tio n .
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print(‘ c);
Soln:=readstat(‘Give the equation for the new function: ‘);
m aple p ro m p t th a t  requires from  th e  u ser to  define a function.
print(‘ c);
while not type(Soln,procedure) do 
print(‘Give the equation in a procedure form'); 
print(‘ *);
Soln:=readstat(‘Give the equation again: c); 
od:
C ond ition  to  check th a t  th e  in fo rm atio n  th e  user in p u t in to  system  is in a 
p ro ced u re  form at.
dum:=Omega:
for i from Ord to 2*Ord-2 do
U[n+i]:=dum;
dum:=Sl(dum);
od:
P ro ced u re  defines th e  te rm s  Un+ N , . . . ,  Un+2N-2  w here N  is th e  o rder of th e  
OAE.
for i from 0 to count 1-1  do
LS[i]:—expand (simplify (eval(LS[i]),symbolic));
C alcu la tion  of th e  dynasty  of d e te rm in in g  equations su b jec t to  new function 
th a t  u ser in p u t on th e  system .
if LS[i]<>0 then 
print (’LSC’[i]=LS[i]);
f i ;
od:
C ond ition  for p rin tin g  th e  resu ltin g  equations if d ifferent th a n  zero, 
fi:
if Input=4 then 
print(‘ c);
check:=readstat(‘Are you sure you want to exit the program: ‘);
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while ch eck o y es  and checkO no do 
check:=readstat(4 Answer yes or no: ‘); 
od:
if check=yes then 
break;
fi:
if check=110 then 
read(desimp);
fi:
fi:
V erification for te rm in a tio n  of Asym. 
if LS[0]=0 then
print (‘NO MORE CALCULATIONS TO BE DONE4);
if Ord=2 then
KK:=nd;
else
if 0 rd=3 then
KK:=rd;
else
if 0rd>3 then
KK:=th;
f i ;  
f i ;  
f i ;
print(4The characteristic function for the given 4.0 rd f/<:Ah 4order difference equation is4);
print (Q(n,ivar));
fi:
od:
Loop for p rin tin g  th e  general ch arac te ris tic  function.
4.4.5 eqtpow ers
Eqn[l] :=map2dg(LS [Eqnum], [LIST 1], [LIST2]):
W riting  th e  equation  we w ish to  eq u a te  pow ers in to  diffgrob2 syntax.
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dum:=Omega:
for i from Ord to 2*Ord-2 do
Eqn[l]: =dgsubs(Eqn[l] ,U[n+i]=dum);
dum:=Sl(dum);
od:
S u b s titu tio n  of te rm s  Un+w ,. . . ,  U n + 2 iV- 2  in to  th e  equation.
Eqn[l] :=expand(simplify (Eqn[l] *denom(Eqn[l]))):
E lim in a te  possible d en o m in a to r from  th e  expression.
count2:= l:
C o u n te r for th e  equations to  be s to red  on th e  system . 
count3:=2:
C ou n te r for rep ea tin g  th e  p ro ced u re  un til no m ore calcu lations can be done.
for i from 1 to Ord do 
for j from 1 to count3-l do 
dumLS C:=Eqn[j]; 
while dum L SC oO  do
dumLSCl:=dgsubs(dumLSC,U[n+Ord-i]=0);
E lim inating  ce rta in  variable.
if dum L SC lO O  then 
Eqn[count2] :=dumLSCl; 
count 2 := count 2+ 1 ;
f i;
E quations th a t  s to red  on th e  system  for fu tu re  reference.
dumLSC2:=simplify(dumLSC-dumLSCl); 
dumLS C:=simplify(dumLSC2/U[n+Ord-i]);
D ividing equation  by th e  variab le we have set to  zero in case of th a t  variable 
a p p ea r on equation  in different powers.
od;
od;
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count3:=count2;
od:
for i from 1 to count2-1 do
Eqn[ij;
od:
S ystem  of s to red  equations.
for i from 1 to count2-2 do 
if Eqn[count2-l]=Eqn[i] then 
Refpt5:=i;
D ete rm in e  th e  position  th a t  th e  la st eq u a tio n  appea rs  before in  th e  equation.
elif type(Refpt5,name) then 
Refpt5:=0;
f i;
od:
E quations before th e  m arked  eq u a tio n  a re  of no use to  th e  p rog ram  or du ­
plicate.
for i from Refpt5+1 to count2-l do
Eqn[i]:=dg2map(Eqn[i]);
od:
R em ove th ese  equations and  tra n s la te  th e  rem ain ing  ones in to  Maple form at.
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4 .5  F u r th e r  d is c u s s io n
1) Many times when constructing the program Asym , we encountered a problem 
which is not easy to overcome. It seems that, due to internal programming of M aple, 
some particular commands, sim plify and expand , are unstable in the way they operate. 
This means that the outcome of the computations could not be predicted. To achieve 
stability in the output of the program we had to perform repeated transformations from 
Maple syntax to diffgrob2 syntax for manipulating the expressions and then transform 
the new expressions back to Maple syntax to present them in the output. For instance, 
consider the equation
F l(n , Un) +  F2(n, Un) =  0. (4.6)
The output of that equation in M aple, can be presented as (4.6) or sometimes as
F 2(n, Un) +  F l(n , Un) = 0.
Therefore, term ordering was not conserved at all times. This could clearly affect the 
result when seeking for the highest term of an equation. Usually the terms appear in 
ascending order in an equation, but to make sure always picking up the right term, a loop 
is needed that compares all the terms and finds the highest one. Moreover, derivatives 
can be represented by different syntaxes. For example,
i r / V n , U n) (4.7)
can be presented as in (4.7) or as
D2{Fl){n,U n).
To ensure that the program Asym  is reliable at all times, and that there are no compli­
cations with calculations, the need for only one way of representing terms is essential. 
Therefore, calculations involving differentiations are made in diffgrob2 where the same 
syntax applies to all terms. The user of A sym  does not have to be familiar with diff-
grob2, but transformations from M aple to diffgrob2 and then back to M aple syntax
are taking place throughout the program.
Finally, due to these circumstances, as the order of the initial OAE gets higher, equa­
tions become lengthier, more complicated, and A sym  cannot handle them. As a result, 
M aple generates an error message,
O b jec t too  large
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If we can overcome the problem of simplifying these equations then it is possible to solve 
these equations using Asym.
2 ) As we mentioned in §4.1 , A sym  cannot solve any of the equations in the overde­
termined system. The user has to do the calculations to find the next information that 
should be input into the system. Most of these equations are easily solvable and can be 
solved by hand.
In the case that the equations are more complicated than expected and the solution 
is not clear, the following method should be used. During the differentiations of the 
LSC, differential operators were generated. These operators can be used to integrate 
the resulting expression in order to derive a new form for the particular function. In 
Example 1 in §4.2 we had the system of equations
LSC q = Q(n +  3, Un+3, Un+4) — 2Q(n +  1 , Un+i, Un+2) +  Q{n, Un, Un+1 ),
d 1 ^
LSC \ — p\Tj Qi'fi'i Un j Un+1) +  — 7— Q{n, Un, Un+1
OUn I  OUn+ i
^ 1 ^
Q(jl + 1 , Un+2) o'Hrr Q{n +  lj Un+1 , C/n+2)?dUn+i ’  2  dUn+2
d2 d2
LSC2 =  —2q jj2 Q^n i Unj Un+i) — Q{n,Un,Un^.i).
The differential operators to deduce that system were
dUn 2 dUn+i 4 dUn+2 
when differentiating LSCq and
d
(4.9)
dUn
when differentiating LS'Ci. To find a new function for Q(n, Un, Un+i), we integrate 
LSC 2 using (4.9) to obtain
^ d U  Q (n i Un, Un+1) =  F\ (n , Un+i).
This time integrating that equation with respect to (4.8), using the method of charac­
teristics, we get
Q(n, Un, t/n+i) =  F l{n , Un+1 ) +  F2(n, 2Un+i -  Un),
which can be substituted into the system to derive new equations for the new functions 
F I  and F 2. The same idea generalizes to more complicated problems.
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3) When we obtain the system of the determining equations, and we wish to dif­
ferentiate one of the equations in order to obtain information for the system, the user 
should be aware that it is not always possible to achieve this. This happens if this 
equation consists of functions of functions. This cannot be done as diffgrob2 cannot 
differentiate a function of a function unless this equation is in the syntax that diffgrob2 
uses to define a function of a function. For instance, in Example 1 in Section 4.2 the 
resulting equation
LSCo = F2(n , 2Un+\ — Un ) — 2F 2(n  +  1 ,2£/n©2 — Un+{) +  F 2{n  +  3 ,4 Un+2 — 4Un-|_i +  Un)
can be simplified if we differentiate it with respect to Un and Un+2- Due to the procedure 
diffLSC, operated using diffgrob2 syntax, any attempt to differentiate it will result in 
zero. Therefore, to simplify that equation we have to differentiate it in Maple syntax 
within a different Maple session.
For example, using Maple syntax to differentiate it with respect to Un will give 
LSCo  =  - D 2(F2){n,2Un+l ~ Un) +  D2(F2){n +  3,4Un+2 -  4Un+i +  Un), 
and then differentiate it with respect to Un+2 we get
LSCo = 4D2)2(F2)(n +  3,4Un+2 -  4Un+1 +  Un ).
Now, from this equation one can determine that
F2(n,2Un+l -  Un ) =  F3(n)(2Un+1 -  Un) +  F4(n), 
as in the example. In the same way we can differentiate more complicated examples.
4) In this paragraph we list the times that the calculations of the examples in Sec­
tion 4.2 were taken to be completed, in order to demonstrate the usefulness of Asym. 
Example 1: 38.56 seconds to complete calculations,
Example 2: 27.84 seconds to complete calculations,
Example 3: 27.42 seconds to complete calculations.
These times do not include the time taken for any input from the user. They were purely 
Maple processing times.
5) A sym  cannot manipulate higher than third-order or some complex third-order 
OAEs largely because the calculations proved to be difficult to do by Maple. While
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constructing the program we came across a few examples where calculations had taken 
a huge amount of time to be completed. The main difficulties occured while calculating 
the system of determining equations and the attempts were ended without managing to 
produce that system. Such an example was the third-order equation
Un+3 =  7 7 ---------- 77 h Um
t 'n i  2 L)n+1
where the calculations were time-consuming and after the third differentiation in order 
to obtain the system of the determining equations, the error message object too large 
was produced.
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Chapter 5
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5 Symmetries of Initial Value Problems
In this section of the thesis, we are looking at initial value problems (IVPs). Sometimes, 
instead of having just an equation, we are given an equation with initial conditions.
Bluman and Kumei (1989) states that a point transformation is a symmetry of a bound­
ary value problem (BVP) if and only if
• it is a symmetry of the differential equation,
• the domain is invariant under the transformation,
• the boundary conditions are invariant under the transformation.
If these were so, the set of symmetries of a BVP would be a subset of the set of symme­
tries of the differential equation.
In Section 5.1, we shown the surprising result that boundary conditions can produce 
new symmetries that are not symmetries of the differential equation. For simplicity we 
restrict attention to initial value problem (IVPs) for ODEs and OAEs.
To examine symmetries of an ODE subject to given initial conditions, we will use first 
integrals. The same approach can be followed for IVPs of OAEs. Therefore we also 
demonstrate a method for finding first integrals of OAEs, as described in Hydon (2000b).
In this Chapter, we illustrate this by finding symmetries of IVPs for ODEs and OAEs.
5.1 Initial value problems for ODEs
In this section we are looking at differential equations with given initial conditions. Let 
us start by looking at the initial value problem
y"' — 0 subject to y"{0) =  0. (5.1)
The general solution of the ODE is
y =  A x2 +  B x  + C.
When y/7(0) — 0, the constant A  is zero, therefore
y = B x  +  C.
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y” =  0. (5.2)
The ODE (5.1) has seven point symmetries, namely
v  _  5  v  _  <9 d 2 d d
1 “  Vd y ’ 2 ~  d y ’ 3 ~  “ d y ’ 4 ~  X d y ’ 5 ~  d x ’
v  & v  2 ^ o dX 6 - x ~ ,  X 7 ~  x*—  +  2xy^~. 
dx dx dy
However the reduced equation (5.2) has eight point symmetries
V  -  A  Y  -  —  Y  -  3  Y  -  9  Y  -  3
1 dx' 2 dy’ 3 ~ xdx’ 5 X dy'
v  5 2 5 5 2 *9
Comparing the two equations (5.1) and (5.2) and their results on point symmetries, 
we conclude that the initial value problem has some new symmetries (that are not 
symmetries of y = 0).
A systematic way to reduce the order of an ODE with an initial condition, is to use the 
first integrals. For instance, (5.1) has three independent first integrals,
01 =  y " i  02 =  y 1 -  xy", 03 =  y -  xy' +  ~x2y". (5.3)
Recall that each of these first integrals is equal to a constant, Cj, where j  = 1,2,3. 
Therefore the initial condition y"(0) =  0 sets 0 1 to zero, so we can rewrite the initial 
value problem as
This equation is the general solution of the second-order ODE
y" = 0.
The third-order ODE
y'” = u{x,y,y',y") (5.4)
c)has three functionally independent first integrals cj)i{x,y,y' ,y") such that —— 0; f  0, so
dy"
i * 1 ” 0
— 02 =  0 when (5.4) holds.
d
- 7 - 0 3  =  0  dx
Suppose that there exists an initial condition that fixes 03 to be zero (without loss of 
generality). Then it can be shown that every Lie point symmetry of the system 
d d
d x ^1 = d x^2 ~  ^  =  wben (5-4) holds, (5.5)
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is a Lie point symmetry of the single equation
fa  =  0. (5.6)
From the condition that fa = 0 we get that fa  is a second-order ODE, so we can assume 
that it can be written in the form
y" =  n (x ,y ,y ') .
Each of the first integrals is of the form
fa = fa (x, y, y ' , y") , where fay» /  0.
Therefore
Let
Therefore
d&i i / iii t / n w- j -  =  fay" [y -  w(.T, y, y , y )) .
A  =  y'" — w(x, y, y ', y").
d(h  x a d(f)2
=  * r  =  ^ " A -
Every solution of </>3 =  0 is a solution of A =  0 and therefore
d(f>i _  d fa  _  
dx dx
Therefore the set of solutions of (5.5) is the same as the set of solutions for fa = 0. 
So the symmetries of (5.5) are the same as the symmetries of (5.6). For example the 
equation
v'" = ( V  -  1)y"2yl  2
has first integrals
, yfa = x - y  - ,
y
fa = In y"y/Z
1
yn
y '3
fa  = - y  +  — • 
y"
Let us assume that fa = 0. Therefore
which has general solution
x = y(ci + 1 -  In |s/|) +  c2.
Then
Similarly
Therefore
y
— I x  — y  —
<l>3-o V y 03=0 =  c2.
02 03=0 =  -Cl.
# 1
dx
= 0 and AA
03=o dx 03=0 =  0 .
So the symmetries of the ODE plus the initial condition are simply the symmetries of a 
reduced equation $3 =  0.
Moreover, some third-order ODEs with no Lie point symmetries, under particular initial 
conditions, can be reduced to second-order ODEs with many Lie point symmetries, for 
instance
\  x y j  \ y  x j
Vhas no Lie point symmetries. However, it has an integrating factor A =  — so it can be 
reduced to
y" = y' +
c iar
y
and with suitable initial conditions, for example
y(l) = 1, y'(l) = !/"(l) = 0,
we transform the equation to a second-order ODE
y" =  y',
as the initial conditions give c\ — 0. As the reduced ODE is linear and 2nd-order, it has 
an eight-parameter Lie group of point symmetries
E xam ple 5.1 Consider the third-order ODE
2x  2xy"
y'" =  - 7 r -  +yA y3(x2 +  1) X2 +  1
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y"{0) =  y{0) = 1 and y'{0) =  a  where a  is arbitrary.
subject to
It can be shown that the equation has no Lie point symmetries. Therefore, we will look 
for first integrals in order to reduce the equation into a second-order. Using the method 
of integrating factors (§2.7), we find that there is only one integrating factor of the form
A =  A (x ,y ,y ')
namely
A =  ci(a;2 4- 1),
where c\ is an arbitrary constant.
The integrability condition (2.23) is satisfied, therefore the first integral is given by
0 =  J M2dy" +  M \dy' +  Mody — (M2u  + M iy"  +  M^y') dx ,
where u> is the right-hand side of the ODE. Solving the functional integral we get
0 =  y"{x2 4- 1) -  1 .
y
Applying the initial conditions to the first integral, we get the second-order ODE
y 6
which has three point symmetries, namely
X \ = x 2dx +  xydy,
X 2 =  2xdx 4- ydy ,
X 3 =  dx.
5.2 First integrals of OAEs
To find the first integrals of an OAE, we work in the same way for obtaining first integrals 
of an ODE. Consider the general second-order OAE
U n + 2  =  tv(n, U n ,  U n + i ) .  (5.7)
The LSC is given, as before, by
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S : (n, Un, Un+1 ) M- (n +  1, Un+\, w).
A  first integral is a non-constant function that is constant on all solutions of the OAE. 
Therefore, fan, Un,Un+i) is a first integral of (5.7) if
s<f> = 4>,
where S  is the shift operator,
i.e.
Let
fan + l,U n+i,u )  = fan, Un, Un+i). (5.8)
d d
Pi — q jj (f){n i Un, Uny-1 ), P2 =  (f)(n,Un,Un+i).
Applying the shift operator to Pi and P2, we obtain
SPx = S (
jfj£ v A
O y - f a n ,  U n , U n + i ) J  =  0 ( n  +  1 ,  J7n + i ,  w ) ,
SP2 =  S ( ^ ~ — fan,U n,Un+i)^ =  ^ 0 ( n  +  l,U n+i,o;).
'n+1
Differentiate (5.8) with respect to Un to get
d A n + 1 ,Un+1 ' U') dUn ~  ),
which can be written in terms of Pi and P2 as
f t  =  (5.9)\d U n
Differentiate (5.8) with respect to Un+i this time, to obtain
<f>(n + l,C/„+i,w) + — </>(n + l,Un+i,w) —  = —  <£(n,£/n ,£/„+ l ),
9Un+1r ' ’ " T 1 ’ '  d tu rK ' '9 I7 „ +1 9 i/„+ i
and rewriting the equation, gives
( 5 - i o )
Recall that
S {F (n ,.. .)G(n, . ..))  =  F (n  +  1,.. .)G(n +  1, ...)  
Therefore, from (5.9) we get
K fe W fe fc  )^-ft=» <511>
Any solution P  — P2 of equation (5.11) is called a cocharacteristic. For every P2 which 
is a cocharacteristic, we can construct
Thus, substituting the above result into equation (5.10) we end up with
(5.12)
Then, the integrability condition is given by
dP1 d2<f) dP2
dUn+1 “  dUndUn+1 ~~ dUn
If (5.12) is satisfied, then the first integral is
0 =  J (P\dUn +  P2dUnjr{) +  F{n) for some F.
The function F  can then be found by imposing the condition. S f  = </>.
E xam ple 5.2 Consider the second-order OAE
Un+2 — 2Un+i — Un +  l.
The cocharacteristic equation is
-  ( s 2P2 -  2 SP2 + P2) =  0.
We solve the cocharacteristic equation just as for symmetries, by assuming that P2 is 
independent of one of the variables, i.e.
P2 = P (n ,U n).
Therefore
P(n  +  2,a;) — 2P(n +  1, Un+1 ) +  P(n, Un) =  0. (5.13)
Differentiating (5.13) with respect to Un+1 , we obtain
2 P' (n +  2 ,0;) — 2 P r(n +  1, Un+1 ) =  0.
Differentiating again with respect to tv we get
2P"(n +  2,o;) =  0.
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P' stands for the total derivative of P with respect to the dependent variable and P" for 
the second derivative of P  with respect to the dependent variable. The general solution 
of this equation is
P(ra,U„) = A(n)Un + B(n). 
Substituting the result into the previous equation, we find that
A (n ) =  ci-
Finally, equation (5.13) leads to
£*1
B ( n ) =  C2U 4- c3 -  —ra2.
So
i2 
2
P  =  ci I Un -  I +  c2ra 4- c3 (5.14)
is the general cocharacteristic, independent of Un+\.
To construct the first integrals, we check the integrability condition (5.12) for every P. 
First we try
,2
Therefore
p  — jj _  IL
n  2
P-2 = Un -  j ) ,  P1 = 1)2
2 '  *  2 
Clearly
d d
^  '577~jP2,dUn+i dUn
r a 2thus we cannot construct a first integral from P — Un  . Next, we try
2
P — ra.
Using the same method as above, we find that
Pi =  —(ra 4-1) and P2 =  ra.
The integrability condition is satisfied as
9  - P i  = ~ ~ P 2 =  0 ,
5U n+ i 5U n
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0 =  J {~{n +  1 )dUn +  ndUn+i) +  F (n ) =  nUn+1 -  (n + l)Un +  F(n).
Using equation (5.8), we can find the function F(n),
S f  — f  =  [(n +  l)(2Un+i — Un +  1) — (n +  2)Un+i +  F (n  +  1) ]— [nUn+\ — (n +  l)Un +  F(n-)]
=  n -f 1 +  F(n  +  1) — F(n),
thus the first integral is given by
with general solution
F(n) = c — ^n(n  +  1).
Therefore, the first integral is given by
01 =  nUn+1 -  (n +  1 )Un +  ~ n { n  +  1) 
by setting c = 0, without loss of generality. Repeating the same procedure for
P  =  l,
we find the second first integral, which is given by
02 — Un+l Un 71.
This method generalizes to higher-order OAEs, as described in Hydon (2000b). In 
particular for 3rd-order OAEs we use the functions
P i  =  q j j  0 ( ?l'j U n , U n + U  Un+ 2 )}
Q
P2 p r r  0 ( 7 1 )  Uflj U 7 l  +  4 ,  U n  +  2 )  JOUny i
d
P'd ~ 4>{nyUn,Un+i,Un+2)'
By differentiating (5.8) with respect to Un, Un+1 and Un+2 hi turn, we obtain
’ du  
W n
Pi =  ( ~ ) SP3, (5.15)
p ^ s p ' + ( a u t ) s p >' ( 5 ' 1 6 )
P3 = sp°+ ( m^ ) sp>- (5'17)
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( du
Apply the shift operator twice to (5.15) leads to
s 2 p i = 5 2  i m )  '3 -
Similarly, applying the shift operator once to (5.16) we get
S P 2 - s ^  + s { e u f ) s2p3-
Substituting these results into (5.17) we obtain an equation for P3. Therefore
52 { s u n )  s3p3 + s  { m H i )  s2 P i + (atw i) SP3 ~  P3 = (5'18)
Every solution P  =  P3 of equation (5.18) is a cocharacteristic. Then, the integrability
condition is given by
-  (5.19,OUn+j—1 dUn+i—i
Following the result from the second-order OAEs, if (5.19) is satisfied, the first integral
is
0 =  J  [P\dUn +  P2dUn+i +  PzdTJn+2) +  F{n) for some P, 
and the function F  can be found by imposing the condition 50  — 0.
5.3 Initial value problems for OAEs
Consider the third-order OAE
Un+3 =  Un+1/ n +  X) +  1 , ( 5 . 2 0 )
U n + 2
with initial conditions
Uo =  0 ,  Ui =  1  U2 =  1 .
We seek Lie symmetries whose characteristic is of the form
Q = Q(n, Un).
The LSC is given by
Q{n +  3, w) H— — yL-n  Q(n +  2, Un+2)
U n + 2
+  1 }  Q ( n  +  1 .  Un+l) -  Un) =  0 ,  ( 5 . 2 1 )
^ 71+ 2  U n + 2
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where u  is the right-hand side of (5.20). Differentiating (5.21) with respect to Un keeping 
Un+2 and w fixed, we get
■Q(n 4- 1, Un+i) + ■-- —-— Q(n -f- 1, Un+1 )
Un+2 Un + 2 dUn + 1
- f e  + w M u 2 Q [ n M = ° -  ( 5 - 2 2 )
Now we multiply (5.22) by an(j differentiate with respect to Un to obtain the
Un+1
ODE
d u l Q{-ni Un) ~ {Un + i ) d u n Q{n' Un) +  (un +  i)2 Q(n’Un) =  °* (5>23)
The general solution of the ODE (5.23) is
Q(n, Un) =  A(n)(Un +  1) In \Un +  1| +  B{n)(Un +  1).
Substituting this solution into (5.22) yields a system of OAEs
A[n +  1) In |Un+i +  1| =  0,
A(n  +  1) — A(n) =  0,
B (n  +  1) =  0,
whose general solution is
A(n) =  0,
B(n) =  0.
Therefore, the third-order OAE (5.20) has no Lie symmetries whose characteristics are 
of the form Q = Q(n,Un).
However, the OAE (5.20) has an integrating factoi­
ds -  ( - l ) nUn+1. (5.24)
It can be shown (using the method outlined in §5.2) that (5.24) is the only integrating 
factor of the form
Ps = Ps{n,Un,Un+i).
To find the first integral, we work as in Example 5.2. Thus,
Pi =  - ( - l ) nUn+1, and P2 =  ( - i r U n+2- ( - i r ( U n +  l).
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dPj _  dPj 
dUn+j—i dUn+i—i
are all satisfied, therefore
4, =  j  (P idun +  i W n + i  + P3dUn+2) +  F(n),
which gives
<j> = ( - l ) nUn+l (U„+2 - U n -  1) +  F(n),
where F{n) is determined by substituting the function f  into (5.8) and solving the 
resulting first-order OAE. Thus, (5.8) gives
F (n  +  1) — F(n) = 0,
and therefore
F (n ) = ci.
Without loss of generality we can choose ci to be any constant, e.g.
C! =  0.
Therefore the first integral is
0 =  (~ l)nUn+i (Un+2 - U n -  1) . (5.25)
Applying the initial conditions to this first integral, we get
f  = 0.
So, on solutions of the initial value problem,
(~ l)nUn+1 (Un+2 ~ Un -  1) =  0. (5.26)
Therefore, the third-order initial value problem (5.20) can be reduced to the second- 
order problem
subject to
Vo =  0, U i  =  I  
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The integrability conditions
Un+2 ~  Un =  1, (5.27)

Solving (5.27) directly, we obtain the general solution
u„ =  C l+ c 2( - i r  +  | .  
Applying the new initial conditions, we find that
ci =  C2 =  0.
Therefore, the solution of the initial value problem is
Moreover, by constructing the LSC of OAE (5.27)
Q(n +  2, w) -  Q(n, XJn) — 0,
we can find infinitely many symmetries of the form Q =  Q(n, Un)> since w is independent 
of Un+i. These symmetries depend on arbitrary functions of the first integral
0 =  Un -
Specifically,
Q(n,Un) =  F  ( u n-  | )  +  (~1)"G ( u n -  | )  ,
where F , G are arbitrary.
Thus, even though the initial OAE (5.20) has no Lie symmetries, under particular 
initial conditions, we can reduce the equation to a second-order OAE with many Lie 
symmetries.
9 0
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6 C onclusion
The main aim of this thesis was to investigate the method described in Hydon (2000b) 
for obtaining symmetries of OAEs and implement it in a computer algebra program. 
Such a program did not exist before the completion of this thesis. We have also shown 
that, to obtain symmetries of an OAE subject to initial conditions, it is necessary to 
look for the first integrals.
The main properties of the developed software A sym  is that it can produce an overdeter­
mined system of equations for the OAE. Furthermore the program can perform further 
manipulations of the derived equations through direct interaction with the user (i.e. 
equating powers, differentiations, adding a new solution), as in Section 4.3. It has the 
capability of handling second and some third-order OAEs.
However the system cannot manipulate higher than third-order OAEs largely because 
the calculations prove to be difficult to do by Maple. For example, for the fourth-order 
OAE
Un+i =  + U»'u n
A sym  cannot derive the overdetermined system of equations as Maple will generate the 
error message o b jec t too  large. Similarly, for some complex third-order OAEs, such 
as Un+3 =  Tr— zn ----- f  Un, we came across with the same result.71 -j-2 *-'71 "f*l
Moreover when the overdetermined system is derived, A sym  cannot provide solutions 
for it as there is no obvious way of classifying the equations in a manner that specific 
commands can be invoked to solve them.
As mentioned above, the study of initial value problems forms the second part of this 
thesis. In this context it was demonstrated that the method described in Hydon (2000b) 
can be applied to obtain symmetries of initial value problems for OAEs. An important 
step in the above method is to find the first integrals. In this respect it was shown that 
the first integrals of any N th-order OAE can be found by introducing the functions
p i = H7~T fan,U n,Un+1 , . . . ,  Un+N- i)  where i =  l , . . . , IV.
O U n + i - i
By differentiating and rearranging those functions we can find the cocharacteristics which 
will lead to the first integrals.
There are numerous ways for extending and improving the theory and the program that 
have been described in this thesis. Some of the issues worth investigating concerning the
9 2
1program A sym  are to develop it further so it can handle higher order OAEs. Such a 
development would probably require a more powerful software than Maple that will be 
able to handle vast calculations. It would also be interesting to create a more complete 
and sophisticated program such that it could provide solutions for the overdetermined 
system of equations. As for the initial value problems it would be useful to find a sys­
tematic way of obtaining symmetries of OAEs without having to find the first integrals. 
Finally, A sym  could be given a procedure for calculating first integrals of OAEs, which 
could be used to implement the current method for solving initial value problems.
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A A ppendix  1
A .l DeltaSym
read(Initialisation); 
read(DynEqn); 
read(desimp);
A . 2 I n i t i a l i s a t io n
with(diffgrob2): 
with(linalg): 
read ‘ ../src/dg2mapf; 
read ‘ ../dgb_aux/dgsubs‘ ;
S:=f->eval(subs(n=n+l}f)) :
SI:=f->subs(U [n+Ord]=OmegaJeval(subs(n=n+l,f))):
print(fProgram to find Lie symmetries of ‘ .U[n+N]=omega(n,U[n], ‘ ‘ ,U[n+N-l]))
Ord:=:readstat(‘Enter order N of Difference equation: ‘ ): 
print(‘Order of equation is ‘ .Ord);
Omega:=readstat(‘Enter omega function: ‘ ): 
print(‘U‘ [n+Ord] =0mega);
ivar:=NULL:
for i from 0 to Qrd-2 do
ivar:=ivar,U[n+i];
od:
vlist:=NULL:
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
vlist:=vlist,u.i;
od:
Q1:=(n,vlist)->Q(n,vlist): 
q:=Ql(n,ivar):
LIST1:=Q1:
LIST2:=n,ivar:
print(‘The default characteristic function is ‘ .Q(LIST2));
LSC:=0: 
p:=q:
const:—U[n+Ord]-Omega: 
for i from 0 to Ord do 
LSC:=LSC+diff(const,U[n+i])*p:
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p :=S(p) : 
od:
LSC:
LS[ 0 ] :=LSC:
p r in t  ( ’LSC* [0]=LS [0] ) ;
LSC:=map2dg(LSC, [LIST1], [LIST2]) :
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A .  3 D y n E q n
read(Highest); 
count 1 :=1:
while op(l,op(2,highest))<>n do 
read(diffLSC);
LS[count1] :=cLSC:
print ©LSC’ [count 1]=LS[count 1]);
count1 :=count1+1;
LSC:=expand(LSC*denom(LSC)); 
read(Highest);
if op(l,op(2,highest))=n then
print(cTHE SYSTEM OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS IS GIVEN BELOW4);
fi;
od:
read(sysde);
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A .4  H ig h e s t
allterms:=NULL: 
count:=1:
for i from 1 to nops(LSC) do
comp[i]:=op(i,LSC):
if type(comp [i],function) then
TERM [count] :=comp[i] :
count:=count+l:
else
for j from 1 to nops(comp[i]) do
compl [j] :=op(j ,comp[i] ):
if type(compl [j],function) then
TERM[count]:=compl[j]:
count:=count+l:
f i ;
od;
fi;
od:
for i from 1 to count-1 do 
allterms:=allterms,TERM[i]; 
od:
highest:=allterms [1]:
for i from 1 to nops([allterms]) do
if op(l,op(2,highest))<op(l,op(2,allterms[i])) then
highest:=allterms[i];
elif op(1,op(2,highest))=op(1,op(2,allterms[i])) then 
counter:=nops(op(2,highest));
Refpt:=0: 
modi:=0: 
mod2:=0:
for j from 1 to nops(op(5,highest)) do 
modi:=modl+op(j,op(5,highest)); 
mod2:=mod2+op(j ,op(5,allterms[i] ));
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od;
if modl<mod2 then 
highest:=allterms[i]; 
elif modl=mod2 then 
while Refpt=0 do
if op(counter,op(5,highest))=op(counterJop(5,allterms[i])) then
counter:=counter-l;
if counter=l then
Refpt:=2:
fi;
else
Refpt:=1;
fi;
od;
if Refpt=l then
if op(counter,op(5,highest))<op(counter,op(5,allterms[i])) then
highest:=allterms[i];
fi;
fi;
fi;
fi;
od;
ht:=highest: 
ht:=dg2map(highest): 
print (‘highest term^ht);
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A .5 d iffL S C
LSC:=collect(LSC,highest):
Coeffht:=coeff(LSC,highest):
LSC:=LSC/Coeffht:
Re fpt1:= sub s op(1=NULL,op(2,hi ghe st)):
fixvar:=readstat(‘Enter the variable(s) you want to keep fixed: ‘ ) 
if fixvar=NULL then 
fixvar:=Refptl: 
else
fixvar:=[fixvar]: 
f i :
print(fixvar);
Refpt2:=fixvar:
Refpt3:=0:
while Refpt3=0 do
allivar:=ivar,U[n+Ord-1]:
idiff:=readstat(‘Differentiate LSC with respect to: ‘ ):
if idiff=NULL then
idiff :=U[n] :
else
idiff;
f i ;
print(idiff); 
varl:=0mega:
for i from 0 to Qrd-2 do
fixvar:=subs(U[n+Ord+i]=varl,fixvar);
varl:=S1(varl);
od;
fixvar;
var2:=[allivar]: 
rm:=idiff:
R e f p t 4 : = 0 :
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for i from 1 to Ord do
if var2[i]=rm then
Refpt4:=i:
fi;
od:
var3:=subsop(Refpt4=NULL,var2):
dMat:=matrix(Ord-1,Ord-1):
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
for j from 1 to Ord-1 do
dMat [i, j] :=diff (fixvar [i] ,var3[j] );
od;
od:
Determ_denom:=det(dMat): 
if Determ_denom=0 then 
Refpt3:=0;
print(‘You have to choose another variable to differentiate LSC‘ ); 
else
Refpt3:=1;
fi;
od:
nlist:=NULL:
for i from Ord to 2*0rd-2 do
nlist:=nlist,U[n+i];
od:
nlist:=[nlist]: 
var4:=0mega:
for i from Ord to 2*0rd-2 do 
nlist:=subs(U[n+i]=var4,nlist); 
var4:=Sl(var4); 
od:
nlist:
cLSC:=diff(LSC,idiff): 
diffoper:=d[idiff]:
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for k from 1 to Ord-1 do
var5:=subsop(k=idiff,var3);
nMat:=matrix(Ord-1,Ord-1):
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
for j from 1 to Ord-1 do
nMat [i, j ] : =diff (fixvar [i] ,var5 [j ] ) ;
od;
od;
Det erm_mimer:=det(nMat):
cLSC:=cLSC-(Determ_mimer/Determ_denom)*diff(LSC,var3[k]); 
der[k] :=diff(nlist[k] ,idiff) ;
dop [k] :=der [k]-(Determ_mimer/Determ_denom)*diff (nlist [k] ,var3[k]); 
diffoper:=diffoper+(-(Determ_numer/Determ_denom))* d[op(k,var3)]; 
od:
print(‘The differential operator is f); 
print(diffoper);
if Refpt2=Refptl then
cLSC;
else
for i from 1 to Ord-1 do
cLSC:=cLSC+dop[i]*diff(LSC,U[n+Ord-l+i]);
od;
fi:
if 0rd=2 then
cLSC:=simplify(cLSC):
fi:
LSC:=cLSC:
cLSC:=dg2map(cLSC):
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print(f *) ;
for i from 0 to count1-1 do
print(’LSC’ [i]=simplify(expand(LS[i])));
od;
A . 6 sy s d e
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A . 7 d e s im p
print(f ‘ ); 
while LS [0]<>0 do
print(‘Command Menu‘ ); 
print(* ‘ );
print(‘ 1-Powers, 2-Differentiation, 3-Add Solution, 4-Exit‘ ); 
print(c ‘ );
Input:=readstat(‘Choose one of the options to continue: ‘ ): 
while InputOl and Input<>2 and Input<>3 and Input<>4 do 
Input:=readstat(‘Choose an option 1-4: ‘ ): 
od:
if Input=l then 
print(‘ ‘ );
Eqnum:=readstat(‘Give the number of the equation you want to equate powers: ‘ ) 
while Eqnum>count1-1 or Eqnum<0 do
Eqnum:=readstat(‘No such equation exists, choose again: ‘ ); 
od:
read(eqtpowers);
for i from Refpt5+1 to count2-l do 
print (Eqn[i] ) ; 
od: 
f i :
if Input=2 then 
print(‘ ‘ );
Eqnum:=readstat(‘Give the number of the equation you want to differentiate: ‘ ) 
while Eqnum>count1-1 or EqnumCO do
Eqnum:=readstat(‘No such equation exists, choose again: ‘ ); 
od:
LSC:=LS[Eqnum]:
LSC: =map2dg(LSC, [LIST1] , [LIST2] ) : 
read(Highest); 
read(diffLSC);
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print(cLSC); 
print(‘ ‘ ); 
fi;
if Input=3 then 
print(f f);
Soln:=readstat(‘Give the equation for the new function: ‘ ); 
print(‘ ‘ );
while not type(Soln,procedure) do
print(‘Give the equation in a procedure form‘ );
print(‘ ‘ );
Soln:=readstat(‘Give the equation again: ‘ ); 
od:
dum:=0mega:
for i from Ord to 2*0rd-2 do 
U[n+i]:=dum; 
dum:=Sl(dum); 
od:
for i from 0 to countl-1 do
LS[i]:=expand(simplify(eval(LS[i]),symbolic)); 
if LS[i]<>0 then 
print(3LSC3 [i]=LS [i]); 
fi;
od: 
f i :
if Input=4 then 
print(‘ ‘ );
check:=readstat(‘Are you sure you want to exit the program: ‘ ) 
while checkOyes and checkOno do 
check:=readstat(‘Answer yes or no: ‘ ); 
od:
if check=yes then 
break; 
f i :
if check=no then
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read(desimp); 
f i : 
f i :
if LS [0]=0 then
print(4NO MORE CALCULATIONS TO BE DONE4); 
if Qrd=2 then 
KK:=nd; 
else
if Qrd=3 then 
KK:=rd; 
else
if 0rd>3 then
KK:=th;
fi;
fi;
fi;
print(4The characteristic function for the given 4.Qrd’'(KK)-4order 
difference equation is4); 
print(Q(n,ivar)); 
f i :
od:
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A . 8 e q tp o w e rs
E q n [ l]  :=m ap2dg(LS [Eqnum] , [L IST 1] , [L IST 2] ) : 
dum:= 0m ega:
for i from Ord to 2*0rd-2 do 
Eqn[l]:=dgsubs(Eqn[1],U[n+i]=dum); 
dum:=S1(dum); 
od:
Eqn[l]^expand(simplify(Eqn[1]*denom(Eqn[l])))
count2:=1: 
count3:=2:
for i from 1 to Ord do 
for j from 1 to count3-l do 
dumLSC:=Eqn[j]; 
while dumLSCOO do
dumLSCl:=dgsubs(dumLSC,U[n+Ord-i]=0);
if dumLSClOO then
Eqn[count2]:=dumLSCl;
count2:=count2+l;
fi;
dumLSC2:=simplify(dumLSC-dumLSCl); 
dumLSC:=simplify(dumLSC2/U[n+0rd-i]); 
od; 
od;
count3:=count2; 
od:
for i from 1 to count2-l do
Eqn[i] ;
od:
fo r  i  from 1 to  count2-2 do
U l

if Eqn[count2-1]=Eqn[i] then 
Refpt5:=i;
elif type(Refpt5,name) then
Refpt5:=0;
fi;
od:
for i from Refpt5+1 to count2-l do
Eqn[i]:=dg2map(Eqn[i]);
od:
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